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Worst Storm Of School Burns
Dying Winter Is But None Injured
Gi adually. Easing CALIFORNIA. Pa. (UPI) — A

AUSTEX

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

fire swept the Phillipsburg Ele'United Press International
mentary School here today shortWASHINGTON (UPI) — The
over 10er miles of Russian deniThe were! storm ef the dy:ng ly after 9 a m but all the pupils
By MERRIMAN SMITH
ations to congress "as are approHouse Agriculture subcommittee
nated Germany. This situation
winter season eased off to scat- fled :n a matter of minutes.
UPI White House Reporter
priate."
Thursday scheduled a hearing
shetid never have developed, he
tered snow flurries in the NorthAll available fire equipment
WASHINGTON (UPI — PresAid Is Necessary
for March 25 to hear opponents
said.
eaet testae on lop of average 10- was called to the two-story brick
Eisenhower hammered repeat-if a bill to freeze 1959 support ident Eisenhower told a spendDr. Megrev sphke on ..several te-12-inch accumulations in Penn- building
located
on
Orchard
prices on tobacco at levels of ing-sensitive Congerss today that edly in behalf of his theory that
des elopmente whieh have an ef,ylvania and New York and up Street. 'ate fire was believed to
last year. The measure, which the United States may have to meney for mutual security is
fect on the unification of Ger- to 34 inches in Maine.
have started on or near the root
to other fully as necessary as funds for
has wide support among tobacco step up its military
many such as .the final goal of
during the of -fhe school.
Sn -ev ecentlnued
countries
because
of Russia's U.sS armed forces if the United
growers,
would
fix
minimum
sup'
army
strong
still
the
Gaulle,
De
night in northern New Eng!and,
First reports from the scene
States is to maintain the strongports at 90 per cent of the so- threat to Europe.
of liberation of Algeria partly leaving a' 22-ineh blanket of said the entire
In submitting his foreign aid 'e4 possible allies against the
upper ,story was a
oalled
"old
arity" price or the
Egypt.
Ely Hougutha •,r ,nee es sr much of Na' 1-lamp- mass of flames and that the roof
ee,
4
.Ootyworei
pervous eonsequenees
SUPC.
ese
,
" of Sivser
c ever is
the strong following enjoyed be 'lyre and Meinc. Caribou, Blaine. of the structure
message to Congress. Eisenhower and Cemmunist bloc expansion.
began to cave in
iegher.
.
wnat
S, { S:elle F. Frances. and
The fire breke out at 9:12. The
re,. oed 34 inches early _teday
"Without . the - strength of our
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra look particular note of the Berlin
effect the c:›rnmon market of oes liemisrci, Maine, 26.
fire alarm was sounded immediraft Benson has termed the bill crisis,and said it could have"per- allies," he said, "our nation would
Europe may have.
The sterm raced across the ately and :he pupils filed out
-superior" to present law because ilous consequences" if Soviet be turned into an armed camp
He intimated that France, al- Neitheast Thur.day, on the an- in an iseeleely manner, according
and our people subjected to a
it would eliminate toe of the threats are unchecked.
though professing to back a re- niversary of the great Blizzateeof to police.
He appealed for approval of heavy draft and an annual cost
modernized parity formula under
untied Germany, really did not 1888, dumping heevy snows frem
Children from the first through
which minimum price supports ths $3.900.000,000 mutual security of many bil'ions of dollars above
want this to occur because of 'astern Ohio into New England. the sixth grades attended the
m of arms and economic our present military budget."
of teeacco have been forced to pr n
their historic - fear of Germany.
Only an unasual warmueein school.
Eisenhower said the Communist
higher levels almost each year. am to free world allies which he
Too, he pointed out that England the midst (-f the sterm. VisItch
Benson has indicated he wants originally had outlined in his challenge" to the free world was
had reasons for not wanting 3 terned ths snow ints slush over
authority frsen Congress to go ev- precarmusly-.balanced fiscal 1960 "broad and deep—and will remain
unified Germany.
much of the storm belt, preventso for some time."
en further and reduce tobacco budget.
the
complicate
These views
ed it from turning into.' as paraFights Complacency
May
Need
supports
More
from
present
levee"
but
Berlin situation he ,said because .aziege.. blizzard.
The gravest danger to America,
there
The
President
appears
to
bluntly
told
be
little
chance,
erman recemmon grourd eh xt
Meleertheless, the serm was the
that Congress will approve.
Congress the Soviet threat in Eu- he said ties in the possibility that
unification would go fa in point- season's worst in Boston, hit by
In announcing' the hearings on rope might require a later in- complacent satisfaction 'with AmerMr*.
Evon
Burt
to the six to nine inches
ing toward a soluti
SP:ZW. and
the bill sponsored nyeiRep. W. crease in his ,request for $1.606,- ican wealth and the preoccupatien
s lifany farm leaders fri•m this crisis.
:sew York, whore more than 1,Th, appointment of Mrs. Evon Pat Jennings D-Va.. Rep, HarHARRODSBURG
(U P I) —
,000 in military aid for fiscal with building up -- Vs:- military
He told the club that the West 500 pieces of snow-clearing equip- Bert T. Combs accused the ad- Burt as Calloway County Camtree were in Louisville on Tuespower might _lead to disastrous
old D. Cooley D-N.C. said, "just 1960 beginning July 1.
day, March 10. for the 25th An- does not want to recognize a ment were pressed into service. min.stiaten of Guy. A. B. Chan- paign Chairwoman of the LIBThe message went to a Demo- evasion of the "realities of 1959."
about everybody seems to be in
niversary Celebration of Kentuc- separate Ea -t Germany either. r Scores of schools and Indus- dler and Lt. • Gov. Harry Lee ERTY BELLES for the COMBS- favor
He listed these "realities" as:
of the Jennings Bill and na cratic-controlled House and Senky's production credit associations. Russia has intimated that they tries clused, airline flights were Waterfield here Thursday night WYATT ticket for Governor and
—The free world is confronted
one has yet appeared in oppisi- ate where there are strong signs
, .. Some 400 people, including far- may sign a separate treaty with grounded and trains and buses of refusing to allocate funds for Lt. Governor is announced joint- lion
of potent opposition to foreign by well-equipped. standing armies
Wers who became members in East Germany.
were hours late. Traffic jams polio vaccine in central Kentucky. ly by the COMBS-WYATT Head.
of more than 6.500,000 men of the
aid spending.
All of this, he said. makes were c mmen threughout the
1934, attended the state-wide afCembs said the refusal of a quarters, Louisville, and Robert
Some
influential_ legislative Soviet Union. Communist China
.this
Germany
pawn
interin
a
.Lei fair held in the Flag Room of the
request by the president of the Y•..ung, Calloway County Chairsnow area.
leaders have made it plain they and their satellites.
Kentucky Hotel. They were the national crisis, while the real
The instense storm, which be- Fayette County Medical Society man.
.
—The World is in "a great epoch
want to trim his foreign aid renation's
stand
fail gan Weenesday, was blamed for was an example of the "continued
official representatives of the PI- reasons for a
Mrs. Burt, wife of Luck Burt.
quest as an economy move. They of seething change" with 21 new
:. 500 Kentucky farmers who are to become known.
at least 16 deaths. including 6i neglect of Kentucky citizens and lives in Lynn Grove and has
also argue that such cuts wouid independent nations emerging from
United Prees International
There is a national longing for each in Ohio and Iowa, 3 in New the continued self - glorification long been active in Democratic
.,.. the members and owners of the
allow more money for programs colonial Jeanie in a little more
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
— Conunification in Germany. Dr. York state and 1 in Connecticut. of a man who has made a mock- Politics in Calloway County. havlee state's ten production credit assoneed at home including. more Una 10 years. Such nations are
egow told !Xs audience. Many turuld weather drove southward ery of high office and responsi- ing served as County Chairwo- gress is planning to take up the
ciations. It is through these lees
"Died With...zealous nationalism"
burning
question:
When is an U Igeldedepee forces.
qg-at4es line in West
, credit onoecre
Kent
man for Calloway County in the
Florida, sending • tenrperve bility."
4.1
4/11as
Sod
Moans
a-.
•
artistic
masterpiece just plain
have ties, both family and
(Continued on Page Fe•e)
Oirmers reach into the enancaal
The former appellate judge. last Presidential Election- Mrs.
es skidding to 29 degrees early
Eisenbsever grimly portrayed
.1sisters of the nation for more bueineee. in East Germany. Re Friday at Cross City, Fla. and to who is seeking the Democratic Burt is the mother of two eons- cheesecake"
The particular masterpiece or the- grewirig Communist ability to
molhan $40,000,000 of farm operating pointed out that eastern -Ger- near or below freezing elsewhere gubernatorial nomination. said, Rondall, who is married to the
launch nuclear war, plus the wilcredit annually.
• ' many has many raw materials along the Atlantic coastal stat4.s. "Chandler found $42.000 to pub- former Carolyn McNeely and is possibly cheesecake in mind is lingness of the Kremlin
to use
Francisco Goya's painting "The
Representing the Jackson Pur- and is considered the "bread
Ahead of the cold air. high lish 100,000 copies of a magazine employed at Calvert City by Na- Naked
Maja"-a Spanish lady who their atomic and hydrogen weapchase Production Credit Associa- basket" of the nation.
winds brought
gale warnings pushing his candidacy for presi- tional Carbide Co. and Roger. lounge5
about in only an am- ens as a threat t; the free world.
Reunification would raise stan- fluttering frsm the New England dent."
tion at this celebration wer• S.
who is a sophomore at Murray
While noting particularly the
biguutts look.
V Foy, County Extension Agent: dards of East Germany, he con- coast to Florida.
Combs listed as another exam- State College. Mrs. Burt is the
The New York post office has crisis over Berlin, the President
Charles Leroy Eldridge. Vocation- tinued.
Light snow and sleet powered ple of "Chandleriern" the - with- grandmother of three fine childtold Congress:
Since the west is pushing the Alabama ang Georgia, and north- drawal of state funds from Ken- ren-Daphne age 10, Marsha, age banned an attempt by United Aral Agriculture teacher, Murray
"We also know that even local
tists
to
send
copies
of
the
lady's
reunification
of
Germany.
he con- ern Virginegot a two-inch snow tucky banks as a "repriscal" 6. and Billy age Ile years.
Training School. and Keys Keel,
Mrs. Rob Lee died today at
aggressions, unless checked, could
portrait
through
the
mail
as
an
Local Field Man, PCA. They rep_ tinued. it is mere "jittery" over tall,
against bankers who he supMrs. Burt is active in Church ad
absorb nation after nation into 1:00 p. m. at the Erlanger Resfor
a
new
movie.
ArtUnited
resented the association's rrgepbers the crisis than Russia and the
le storm, striking nine days. ported state Treasurer Henry work, beeng a member of the ists Lis
pital in Chattanooga. Tennec,ee
eghling the ban in the the Cemmunist orbit-or could
n Calloway and Marshalf Court- east
(elbowing an extended illne4s.
belere spring, deposited 12 to 16 Carter in a f.ght against a "rip- Salem Baptist Church, spending Courts.
tlame into world ware"
Dr. Megow concluded his talk inches of snow in parts of cen- per" bill. He also charged that a large amount of time with the
ties.
.Preliminary indications from Mrs. Lee widow of the late R•sb
To Explore Situation
With H. S. Cleveland, Pleasure- by saying that the only real tral Pennsylvania and the mount- the Waterfield -Chandler ad/ree- young people of this church. Mrs.
his special commission studying Lee. lived in Murray for a numChairman
Kathryn
E. Granasille. Kentucky. presiding, t h e solution to the Berlin crisis and oins, around 16 inches in central ls:ration killed tobacco research Burt is also very active in the
:he military aid program, he said, ber of years and Mr. Lee operat• morning session was devoted to the entire German situation, is and western Massachusetts and 15 bills in the 1956 General Assemb- charitable organizations of Cal- han D- Pa of the House postal point
to an additional "increase ed a grocery' store.
operations
stab - committee anshort talks by one representative for nations to arepet the laws inches in eastern New York ly.
Survivors include, one daughloway County.
nounced her sub-committee will in the level of commitments for
from each association in the :date lad down by God, and to state state.
ter. Mrs. Lucy Meadow's of ChatCombs who spoke to University
In accepting this appointment "thoroughly
explore" the entire vital elements of the military as- tanooga, one
and a representative of the Agri- their views clearly in the light
son, Charles Lee of'
of Kentucky students at a lunch Mrs. Burt. says, "I extend a
sistance program, primarily for
situation immediately.
cultural Eetension Service and the of Christian feeling and brotherCleveland. Ohio, four
grandearlier • Thursday. was scheduled warm ins eation to all women of
BAKERS SCEDULE STRIKE
Mrs. Granahan said the sub- the provisions of weapons to the
vocational agriculture departments. ly love
children, Mrs. George Robert
le campaign in New' Castle and Calloway County to join with committee'
hoped that the post- NATO area."
Dr. Megow was introduced be
Bob McGaughey of Hopkinsville,
me and the LIBERTY BELLE master
The Preeident said he expects Wilson of Louisville. Mrs. FranROME (UPI) — An esomated Bedford today.
general's arm "is strong
represeels ng the West Ky. Pros Julian Evans who was in charge 40,000 Italian. bsikery workers are
ces Shea Of Fort Campbell, and
women throughout the State of enough"
to prevent the sending a written, interim report from
'eduction Credit Association, told of the program.
FUND-RAISING EXPEDMON
Kentucky in the election of Bert of obscene
scheduled to begin a 48-hour
the commission shortly. He prom- David and Dennis Lee of Cleveliterature
through
the
Reynolds
Herman
and
Harlan strike Saturday.
the group, -The service rendered
MINEOLA. N. Y. (UPI) — When Combs and Wilson Wyatt, wile
ised to make further recommend- land Ohio. and two great-great
mails.
by PCAs of the area has enable i McCarty were visiting Rotarians
grandchildren, Pete and Steve
The stirke was called by the police arrested William Obergsell. in turn will strive to lift KenBut
she
said
if
it
isn't,
the
subParis. Tennessee. ' Buck Communist Trade
many farmers to succeed in the from
Wilson of Louisville.
Union CGIL 19. on burglary charges, they said tucky to respectable position in committee intends "to
develep
face of apparent fin' .re. Tnis Jones was a guest of James Gar- in support of demands for higher he told them he needed the money all fields, especially education.
Mrs.. Lee was a member of
and
recommend
wheel
legislation
service performed was not avail- rison and W. Z. Carter was a nigh' cliff 'rentals and holiday to pay for a lawer who representthe Murray Methodist Church.
Cemmenting on Mrs. Burt's ap- will give him
the
necessary
tools.'
able through other farm credit guest of Luther Robertson. Dick
Funeral services will be held
pointment. Robert Young had
ing him in another burglary case.
She brushed aside arguments
Denton was a guest of Bernard .11)3Y•
sources in many instances.
Sunday at 3:00 p. m at the First
this to say, "I consider myself that the post
cern
was
Censoring
Principal speaker f••r the occa- Harvey and James Johnson was
Methodist Church with Bro.-Patti
and the COMBS-WYATT ticket art because
the bare :ady whom
sion was John Strohm, Wood- a guest of Charles Shuffet.
1'. Lyles and Brie H. L. Lax of- very fortunate in being able to Goya
-Ara- -0-0104rArt.
immortailzed
in oils in 1795
Attendance last week was 94 6
stock. Illinois, world traveler and
ficiating. Burial will be in the
have Evon Burt join with us. She is not a girlie
4400kAPteeire
pinup but a great
author. He is the first Ameriean per cent according to a report
city cemetery.
was moot helpful to me in the masterpiece
knwun
throughout
w Jelnewspaper correspondent. with by Phillip Mitchell.
The body is being returned to
•
previous campaign and I am the world.
-41,1911Wilers1^•State Department permission, to
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
very glad to have her as camProfit Motive
get into Red China since the
where friends may call after
paign chairwoman of the Callo,11.14091.1
"It is indeed a sad commenKorean War. Last Fall. during the
4:00 p. m. Saturday.
way County LIBERTY BELLES." tary on our
sense of valubs when
Murray
School
Six
High
studheight of the Quemoy bombardMrs. Burt has announced that we cannot
.distinguish between ents, who will represent the
ment, he traveled 7,500 miles beprecinct charwernan
will
be ellapects of art which
are a mat- school in the forthcoming Festihind the Bamboo Curtain taking
named at a later date. '
ter of national pride and the use val at Murray State College. prepictures and interviewing hundGene Cathey, Murray, State
of such objects as lures to the sented the program at the regureds of Chinese. A report of his 'Farm Insurance Company Agent
theater box office." she said in a lar meeting of the Parent-Teachtrip was printed in the January, has been selected to attend the
statement submitted to the House. ers Association last night at the
1559, issue of Reader's n:gest.
Company's 1959 Tri-State ConvenMrs. Ghanahan said the at- school.
tion The selection was based on
tempt to send the picture of
mow
FRANKFORT (UPI) — Fisheroutstanling production and servMrs. Boron Jeffrey, speeoh in- men)
Goya's lady through mails "was
are getting good strings of
ice among all Agents in the states
not indended to raise the dignity structor, introduced the program white trhffi. sauger and
DYFSS
AIR
FORCE
BASE.
crappie
of Arkansas. Kentucky, and Tenand the participants. They were: below
of the painting."
Texas
—
Airman
Class
Third
Kentucky Dam in the Tennessee.
"It was intended solely for the Patty McNeely, Donna Ruth Gro- nessee River. the state DepartJack A. Caldwell, son of Mr.
This year's Convention will be
and Mrs. R. M. Caldwell 1201 profit of the owners of the fame" gan. Mary Leslie Erwin; Ann ment ,of Fiah and Wildlife Reheld in Murfreesborts, Tennessee,
international
Vine Street, Murray, Kentucky, she said. "There is a great deal Wrather, Jimmy 01:la and Sand- sources reported Thursday.
United Peelle
South Central Regional Office,
recently arrived at his new duty of difference between the student ia Hamrick.
Little action has been reported
March 23 and 24, Work has just
station, Dyess Air Force Base, of anatomy at a great university
Southwest Kentucky — Pertly been completed on the headquaron - the lakes elsewhere in the
Russell , Johnson,
chairman,
Abilene Texas for assignment to • . . and the student of anatomy
cloudy and warmer today and ters building to provide -space for
state
presided at the meeting.
the 341st Organizational Mainte- in the front row. of a burlesque
Rains have swollen the north
• !W. chance of a few showers the Life _and Fire Companies
Dr. Hugh Oakley gave an innance Squardron. Dyess is an theater."
tonight, high today mid to which recently jotned the State
spiring devotional. Nancy Mc- and south forks of the Cumberif
installation of the Strategic Air
we 50s. Low tonight near 40. Farm Mutual Automeebile InsurChristian, daughter of Mr. and land River at the headwaters of
Command,
erday mostly cloudy and a ance Company, loeatecr there since
Mrs. Ralph McChristian, present- Lake Cumberland and this- has
Airman Caldwell who attended
little cooler, with rain likely by 1955.
ed special music. Nancy is a interferred with walleye catches.
North Marshall High School, ennight. High Saturday in low 50s.
At Kentucky Lake. some crappiano student of Miss Lillian
tered the U. S. Air Force in 1954
pie have been caught from the
Temperatures at 5 a. m. CT.:
Watters.
His last duty station was WideThe Cherry Corner Baptist
Louisville 31, Lexington 26, BowFIVE DAY FORECAST
banks of tributaries. The lake
Church will begin a spring rekcicen AFB, Germany.
ling Green 27, Paducah 30. CovMrs. John Pisco presented the itself is generally clear with some
United Press international
vival
March
15th
through the slate of officers which will be murky water in the tributories.
ington 30, London 31 and HopKENTUCKY—Temperatures for
TO SCALE MOUNTAIN
22nd with services each evening voted on in April as follows:
kinsville 32.
Herrington Lake is muddy from
the five - day period. Saturday
at
7:30
p.
m.
President. Rusaell Johnson; 1st the headwaters to below Chenault
Evansville. Ind., 28.
through Wednesday. will averase
Rev,
C.
VIENNA (UPI) — An eight
C. Sledd. pastor of the Vice-President, Mrs. Ted Clack; Bridge and murky water extends
three to six degrees above the
man Austrian expedition was en Prospect Baptist Church at Rol- 2rid Vice-President and Murray further down the lake. Bass retKentucky normal of 47 degrees.
route to Nepal today to attempt low Rock, Tennessee, will be the High Chairman, Edgar Howe; ches. are the best betton murky
Precipitation will total re to
to scale one of the last uncon- evangelist. Bro. Sledd has many 3rd Vice-Chairman and Austin water with some hitting on deep•
Iles Inches as scattered showers
quered Himalaya mountain peaks. friends in Calloway County.
chairman, Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid; running lures in cleat sections.
FASTEST UNDERSEA CRAFT—The new U. B. nuclear-powered
tonight a n d scattered thunderThe pastor. R. J. Burope, and 4th Vice-President and Carter
The group, headed by Fritz MoCrappie tops the offerings of
submarine Skit:slack attained the highest speed ever made
showei s Sinturday night or early
ravec, is scheduled to start climb- members of the Cherry Corner Chairman. Mrs Jack Belote; Sec- Lake and have been caught around
by an undersea craft during its first sea trial. The Skipjack
Sunday and showers again Moning 24.800-foot Mt. Ghaulagiri Church welcome everyone to at- retary. Capt. John Bryant; and brush piles and fallen tree tops
Is shown as it started Its sea trial at Long Island sound.
day or Tuesday.
toward the end of March.
end each service.
at six foot depths.
Treasurer, G. T. Lilly.
Dr. Gerhard Megow, professor
of German and French at Murray State College was the meeker yesterday at the Murray Rotary Club meeting.
Dr. Megow, a nate.e i.f Germany, spoke on the Berlin situation. He told the (Orb that the
Crisis now ?king the world was
a complex s: atien which would
ea c mr, for
rt, er u
eats.
West Berlin is a free area, he
said, but it is separated from the
rest of the western world :by

a-
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

sports Parade

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING
COMPANY. Ns
crionsolidauoti of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway
Times, OMB Ilas
times-Herald, Oeteber 10, 1928, and the Whet
Lehhtlitl. AMBOY
IL 1941.

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press International
NEW YORK (um) __ once
JAMIS C. WILLIAMS, PUDLLSHIN
when Jack Dempsey was being
We reserve the right to reject ray Advertising, Letters to VW Litter, syndicated nationally in a newsIf Pub'ue V 0108 items wIdco, toeer opimio__
ase net 5er Iles best aaper series wider his byline he
baLe:-est el our readers.
halted a friend at a newsstand
NATIONAL SZPRESIZITATIVIS: WALLACII WM1111 00, INS while d.gging for change.
Worm Memplaa. Team, WM Peak A.% Mars Swig 11111 1IL Maser
"Wait just a minute,- the old
gma Aga, CalsaiiK IS MeipplasSI,P•mbes.
Manassa Mauler said. "I waist to
' find out what I'm saying today.*Mama at Mis PIM °tank Murray., Kaatmekcy, is losamisidema
, Dempsey, of course, was being
Second Clam Matter
quoted by what is terrned in the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES Ily Carrier IR Merely. per week siw, poi trade as a -ghost writer". This
womb as.. la Calleams ami
Olumillies par sm. 41.11%
, is art errie laborer In the world
WIMP% $15.
of . the printed word who writes
under the byline of a personality
RII/A1 — MARCH 13, r9.39
—and sometimes even gets to talk
to the guy he's quoting.
Like in the case of Pancho
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Gonzales.
The pro tennis champion has
New School Buildings ..
$130,000
lust hit the stands with his autoPlanning Commission with Professional
biography. While in New York
to play. Pancho allowed that he
Consultation
had -five or six more years" as
boss of the pro net troupe.
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
"But." countered a listener, "you
say in your autobiography that
Industrial Expansion

Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium
..•••••m•my•••••..

BaseballerSays
Current Stars
•Don't Put Out

11111-ar-ThISOGHT FOR TODAY
Be thou faithful unto death and I will
thee a crown of life. —Revelation 2:10.

give

arniTy.here

are no unknown soldiers

in God's

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press latereational
NEW YORK
UP!' — A: Schacht, the beef and baseball man,
moaned today that the biggest
trouble with the current crop of
diamond stare .:s that they aren't
"hungry" enough
This is not a business complaint
by the "clown prince" turned resteurateur At 96. he still IS Ina k ing Ws, three-year inater league
career :n which he pitched 14
wins against 10 losses pay off
due to his zany reputation.

/
1
4

'

NOW HE TELLS US
•
DEAN ACHFSON. the fellow who prepared a "white
-Ty Cobb was the all - time
paper" on South KoFea in the best British style, stating greatest,"
Schacht says, "and thethat Republic was not in our "sphere of defense." there- re isn't a man in the game today
inviting the North Koreans and Red Chinese to inflict who could make an all-time alt135,000 casualties on Americans before General Dwight .:tar team
Dew% -Pep O•ist"
D. Eisenhower could end the needless slaughter, is back
The reason, says the still trim
and dapper Schacht. is, that the
in the news.
modern player doesn't -put out"
He tells us we rate only one to three with Russia on as
ri,:cn as he. personally still
guided missiles and nuclear fission weapons. Also that does For Schacht even now is
we are making a fatal mistake to try to balance the bud- prep.ring his annual series of
get and limit expenditures for the army, navy, air forte exhibtions which will mark h.s
.5001 ear in the game.
and missile programs. He hasn't the slightest Idea what
it would cost _to keep up with Russia in land forces and "The ball players were real
hungry in those days.- said black.
modern weapons, but he hazarded a "rough guess" on hatred Al. -Today
they have too
television yesterday that it would be "in the- neighbor- • much money too easily. Why,
wnen 1 won 19 games for Jersey
hood of -five billion dollars."
City

e
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r. the International League,

With Secretary of State John Foster Dulles stricken I was making $4 a week. And
when I was pitching for Washing.
With cancer, on the eve of the Berlin dead-line
May 27th, :on I made $300 a month"
it was to be expected that Harry S. Truman would seize
Only Ted Williams and Stan
the lime-light, but we honestly believed we were through %festal of today's baleplayers, he
musts. stand on the same level
with Dean Atheson. Just why the Saturday Evening
Post as the all-time performers
thought his views on present-day problems are importan
t
Today's Players Incessisied
enough to buy, probably at premium rates, we will
never. 'Guy. like Mickey Mantle and
understand.
Willie Mays are too inconsistent,"
Schacht argues "They take it too
If Acheson sees danger in the present Berlin crisis sasy from time to time instead
.st battling all the way
he is largely to blame for it. He can share the
blame
with Harry S. Truman. our head man at Potsdam,
*Then, too, the game isn't the
Alger
right
used to be." added the
Hiss who wrote the so-called "Yalta agreemen
t" which man who broke ,n with Erie 'way
gave Manchuria and North Korea to the Reds, and
former back in 1910 "There used to be
Prime Minister Clement Atlee. the English Socialist
who 511 minor league. Now there are
24 There is less baseball and
.sat with Truman at Potsdam and witnessed
Stalin carve fewer players, and they are paid
Germany and divide one of the world's greatest
cities, great sums of money without
Berlin, a hundred miles behind the Iron Curtain.
really struggling if they have the
slightest touch of cleat."
Mr. Acheson is right when he says w-e-fac-e a
crisis.
He could have added that we are in a mess,
thinks to his
type of diplomacy which took us into war
without the
consent, of Congress, then removed General
Douglas MacArthur from his, duties because he was
hard-headed
enough to insist on winning it
With conditions as they are we thin!: the
visit of
Clement Atlee is untimely. We also think
A..i.cson'should
hold his peace as his foreign policy has been,
totally discredited. As for Harry S. Truman, he has been
completely
harmless ever since. he left the White House
under terms
an amen
to the United States Constitution which
prevented Mm from following the lead of his
predecessor,
the late Franklin D Roose‘elt who built an
unlieatable
political machine with tax revenne used in the
;orm of
subsidies for almost every organized minority
pa ,•ssure
group in the land.

None of us like the kind of peace
we have to endure
while we ire in a state of "cold war." We
prefer it to
what Truman. Atlee. and Acheson cooked
up for us in
Kurea through the first "white paper"
America ever
issued, to say nothing of the Berlin air-lift
which added
so much to the national debt; 'and caused the
spilling of
American blood.

you figure you

only

The Ledger&TimesSports Page

have about

taree years left."
Pancho never missed a beat.
"When I read it.- he grinned,
"I found out lots of things that I
had forgotten.•
Ghosting Nothing New
Ghost
writing is, of course,
nothing new. It has been used
in such diverse fields as politics,
after 'dinner speaking. commencement
adaresses, autobiographies
and even for Ph D.'s. The U.S.
Supreme Ccsurt once toek a whack
at them as legal frauds and in
1933 there was a play on Broadway called, naturally enough, "The
Ghost Writer."
The anonymous men behind the
typewriters have their problems,
too. Particularly in sports where
a good men of the bylined bicep
men all to frequently are endwoed between the ears with
muscle, too. This is not to insinuate that such d.agnostic stars of
the late World Series as Lew
Burdette. Mickey Manlie, Red
Schoendienst, and Roy Campanella fit in this category. I will tell
you that one of them is, and you
can take your choice.
Babe Ruth, not having time for
such trivialities, was one of the
most difficult of the "ghested"
subjects. In one series he walloped two home runs and then
wired his waiting Boswell:
Gees "Mere" Farb
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Fancy Farm, Limes Win;
North Meets Tilghman
Ledger & Times sports Writfr
By JAMES LEE HAR.MON
Fancy Farm's Golden Gophers
romped away in the final quarter
to post a 53-38 triumph over the
Clinton Central Red Devils and
I.0%V es advanced to the semifinals by pulling away from determined Ballard .n the second
half to set back the B.mbers
74-56 beh- re a crowd of 3.000 at
the MSC Sports Arena last night.
The sem -final
winners tonight
will meet in the championship
game of the First Region here
Saturday night st 800.
Kenny Dalto,s, star forward of
the Gophers. took game scoring
honors and paced the Fanc F

p.m s ,n a poor

Ballard guard, led the Bombers
with 15 points. Donnie Lanier
picked up 14. Denr is Gourley
topped the Blue Dev Is with 17
991111s. Terrell Holt pushed in 15
points for Lionites, all in the second
half. It was Holt that paced the
Blue Devils to victory in the
overtime play with Fancy Farm
in the - district finals.
Lowes hit a good 51 per cent
u-f its field goal attempts making
goad 29 of 57 while Ballard mangod only 33 per cent with 20
connections in 60 tries. Ballard
picked up id of 28 charity tosses
for 57 per cent and Lowes connected on 16 of 22 shots from the
free throw line fo 73
owes was charged with 21 personal; and Ballard committed 15
personal fouls. Ballard snared 40
rebounds in comparison to 45 for
the Blue Devils.
Is a new suit a good luck charm
for a coach oh the eve of Fri.
dry the lath? Be that as it may
the Lowes mentor. Rex Smith,
was decked out in a new suit
last night as complit•gnts of the
loaa..es fans,
aciion tonight pits
favored North Marshall with dark
horse Tilghman in the upper
bracket while Lowes and Fancy
7..rrn mee' for the f:fth time in
a now even 2-2 series this season.
The upper bracket contest gets
underway at 7:00 and the lower
bracket game is tentat:vely set for
8:30. A good crowd is expected
to be on hand tonight as most
fans seem to feel closer action
wilbsr in. the making.
T..ekets are on sale at the door
or down town in Murray.
Fancy Farm
8 20 33 53
Clinton .
5 15 26 38

strange reason, wanted some facts sho.pting *contest.' Dalton also took
will which to work. sent Ruth a -lion's share of the rebounds
a return wire demanding more snatching 21. Fancy Farm out-reinformation for the story he had bounded its oppinente 55-30
*
to write tioder Ruth's name The
Den Wyatt toppec
. in Cenreply was immediate.
'—
tral's .efLut with 13
'is and
"Hit two. Fast balls. Send snagged 'II rebound! '1.a: ii MyCheek."
ers, only other Roe
\
to hit.
Then there was th• star who 'n the d suble figue
p: ed up
went look:ng for his "ghost" w:th 11 points.
a baseball bat when the erre
Loth teams had ., lot of difone predicted, in the first of • a ficulty is, sinking field goals as
series of stories on the World shot afte- shot rimmed off. ClinSeries, that the star's underdog ton hit 31 per cent connecting
team would win in four straight. on 13 b skids in 42 tries Fancy
He was furious at being -made Farm Ited an even low.r 27 per
tu look like a monkey." But of cent get.ing only 18 of 66 atcourse the star took, all the bows, tempts. The Red Devils pushed
modestly, naturally, when his pre- in 12 of 19 tosses from the gratis
diction came true.
line for &I - per cent and the
Bob Considine once "ghosted" Golden Gophers flipped in 17 of
the late Mort Cooper through a of 24 for a respectible 71 per cent.
World Series, They were fine Clinton committed 17 fouls and
stories, full of inside baseball Fancy Farm 13.
lore, replete with tactics and
Holdira; a seven point adventstrategy and compleeely authentic. -age at the end of the third period,
Mort took lets sf bows.
.33-26. the Gophers quickly built
up a 1.;-point margin and held
Consichto had, only one
ma- it throughout the 'period for a
merit:
final 53-38 count Trailing by five
"poene day I'd like to meet points it. "the halftime interrnisLe, 20-13. .the Red Devils Tuld
ar own in the third canto but
Somebody ought to introduce
were never able to pull closer
Gonzales to his man. too.
WEAR SCHOONOVER
than five points when substitute
United Press International
Bill Hiett pushed in a fielder for
Wear Sehooruver, a football end
19-24 count.
The game got :ff to a slow at Arkansas in the late 1920's,
CATS SIGN DUBLIkiNK1
start as both teams had ciiffieulty was one of the finest Southwest
Conference football players to
HAMILTON. Ont
UP1i — To.' in finding the range Da"rm
achieve national recognit.on The
Hamilton Tiger-Cats have signed natty broke the ice and Fancy!
late Grantland Rice who picked
Tom Dubl.nski as quarterback in- Farm led 2-0 Sam Harper tabbed
him on a 1:,29 all-star team, said
surance for Bernie Faloney in a bucket for the Red Devils and
it was "impossible- to gain a yard
their bid for the Czmadian Fuot- !hen the Gophers climbed to an
Wyatt pe-ked up a around Schoonover The star cnd's
ball League's 1959 Greye Cup e-4 teal
at the close of the record of catching 13 passes
Coach Jan Trimle considers Du- charity to
against Baylor still is a school
biinski "the equivalent of any , period and Clinton trailed by
record and so as a 915-yard run
throwing quarterback in' Canada ; three. 5-8.
Clinton broke into - the lead with a pass interception
or the National Football League.'
Whatever happened to Wear
early in the second period and
held a 14-10 edge but David Bal- Schoonover? Now 51, he has been
gittorney with the U.S. Delard art temald Kilcsyne pushed ▪
partmenUOT-Agirienititet in WashANNOUNCE RELAYS OPENING in hen buckets and a it uple of
charily tosses to put Fancy Farm Mgton since 1935 and was one
LOS ANGELES UPI, -Genera. back on top. 16-14. The Gophers of the first five athletes honored
Chairman William C.'. dtelterm.in continuedelp up the count and a :n the newly established Arkansas
Fame.
inn unced Sur.day thet the Beth fielder bg iti.lton just bea re the snorts Hill of
annual Coliseum Relays will be horn sounded enabled the Goiden
held on Friday. May IS. The 1959 Gophers to take a 20-1S marain to
relays ve,11 be run 'on grass boo the dressing room at halftime.
CAUGHT IN A SQUEEZE
Carl Hughes, playing a forward
cause the field has been sodded
slot. got Loaves off to a good
for the Los Angeles Dodgers.
.
-srart tr. thre world -game- With a 'SAN ?dilate. -Certif. -1--UPII —
fielder but Jennings retallatei aft- Police reported the arrest of a
er a minute of scoreless play and swinac.....su.- peer in the r.-bbery of
a nip and MA first quarter en- $943 from :he safe of the Econ
sued. With the score tied fouir Mai ket early Sunday.
He was identified as Dav:d
times in the first quarter Lowed
finally broke en top 13-11 on the Pickens. 42, wh., wise found firmstrength of Nicholson's free throws ly weeded in a h''e in the market rood. Scattered about h in
in the closing veconds.
BaLvrd went scoreless for three were burglars lotus :ind a camas
c.inta.ning $943. .
minutes in the second quarter and •
the Blue Devils extended their
lead to seven points. 20-13. Mister
put the Bombers back into the
serolni but 'mires* Gourley ilk
over . nal paced the Blue Devils
°N _. EXCURSION
to a 3141 halftime margin.
'
ar3
NITELY 9 PM
The determined Bombers rotor
tot to give up and narrowed the
DANCItN I PM
mynas siuUniall MOO. All Trio
gap bark to 10 points. 37-27. with
620 left in the quarter but Terrell
Holt, who came Into the ball game.
at half as a substitute guard for
Coast Guard
the Blue Devils, continued to
Landing
blister the netting ahd Lowell
WEL) MAR. 18 Iva. 9 pm.
romped away to 56-32 third cant()
Highway 79 & Tenn River.
margin.
Losses continued its 'romp in ---- Att. Sttn-seeing Cruise
the final canto over the deflated
Ballarl and led from 20 to 28
points throughout the period Mike
Lvs 4:30 p.m. - Rtr. 6:30 pm.
Soper, Ballard substitute in the
closina. seconds. picked up a couple FARES: Aft. Child 75c; Adu:t
of Isirkets to trim the margin to $1 50: Night: Advance 81.50; at
18 pe.nts. 541-74. as the final horn boat $I 75 tax incl.
tiound,s1.
GLASS-ENCLOSED !TEAM)
Jerre Newto II. be- spertacled

Whatever
Happened To

Fancy Fa.sa (53)
Dalton 20, Hobbs 8, Ballard 6,
Sutherland 2,. Hayes 2, Kileoyne
15. Cash 0.
Clinton 081
Myers
Gaylun) 11, Harper 5.
Kimball 2. Padgett 0, Wyatt 13'
,
Myers (Chester) 2, Martin 0, Hie.14
5.

UCLANS STAR PRACTICE

LOS ANGLES, Calif. (UPI) —
UCLA will begin spring football
practice on April 11 with the 20sesslon training season scheduled
to end on May 9. Coach Bill
Barnes says he will build the 1959
team around a nucleus of 20 ri.torning lette: men.

4

ii
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CAPITOL
SNOW!

ENDS
SATURDAY

• Note Special Schedule •
Lowes
Ballard

......

13 34 5574
II 21 32 56

Lewes (74)
Lynch 7, Townsend 8. Hughes
7, Gourley 17, Nicholsen 9, Shelton
5, Holt 15. Glisson '2, Sledd 0,
Oliver 4, Summerville 0.
Ballard 1561
-EssafteNewton IS. Jennings 9, Whipple
0, Hall 0 Sullivan 0, Soper 4
—

Wed. Thur. & Fri. BosoffIce
Opens at 6:39—Starts at 7:00
Sat.—Continuous Showing
Opens 12:40—Starts1:00
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COMPLETE INVESTMENT
SERVICE and
MUTUAL FUNDS
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UNITED
PERIODIC
INVESTMENT
PLANS
offer you imeamerit uoiu
in multiples of S2,500 with
ins estments as low as

$125 Ir.4ially
$25 Pariodlcally

it out-happys
the happiest
best-seller
of our day! 14.

You Insest in
United Accumulative
Fund Shares
a diversified,
mutual fund with
so
iroesonents so user

4

100 American
Cor orations
sod
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ANOYORIFFITH
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WADDELL & REED, INC.
*eq.. U•sober.timpn
DAN TERRI.INE — PL 2-5121
1794 Miller — Murray, Ky.
so
asansiap
L)iv.sion Office
1200 Broadway
Paducah, Ky

Coming
SUNDAY!
Academy Award Winner

"Bridge On The
River Kwai"• color

IIII Ell VII 11/I

1••••••••••••••

Good things cooking
in the family circle

MOONLITE

High Scii001 Night!
Paris

APARTMENT BUILDING BUCKLES AND TILTS — Los Angeles
fireman Jun Haw examines oil, of the fire escapes used by
54 alarmed families to race from their apartments when a
(our,-story building began to buckle and tilted an estimated
15 degrees_ Officials believe the foondati.sn of the attnictor. was weakened by rains. The ladder WAS straight up.

Phone PLazak 3-2547

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

S.
••••••

Barbecue parties are only one of the many
this happy family finds in home
ownership. Systematic saving made this particular dream come true ... and that's only
the beginning! College education for the children, extensive travel, financial independence
... all are on the program. By planning
ahead and saving ahead, this family will continue to gel ahead!
joys that

Bank of Murray
MEMBER
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Today's Sports MOWS Today

Pie "

Corner at 4th & Main

4r4itftnNOVVIIPIVWS,Prillire/Ut.A
.
.Q.'''''4

*

After. School Trip

When President Eisenhower recently stet .d
at .one
of his press conferences that he believes he
a better
judge of what we need in a military
way for our defense
than some of his' criticc -such as those we are
discussing,
we believe 'him
Those. who trPay doubt his ability- along this line
should
read the articles currently appearing in the
Saturday
E‘cning Post on the Normandy invissiun,which took place
fifteen years ago under his command and which
the
world. including Russia and Germany, now proclaim
as
°Fs
tr,
Pati qt mi!itary. naval and air operation
in history.
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FARM PAGE

Farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our Readers in the Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County
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:LANS STAR PRACIIICE

Faxon 4-H Club
Met On March 2
i ANGLES, Calif. (UP!, , will begin spring football
cc on April II with the 20n training season scheduled
id on May 9. Coach Bill
says he will build the 1959
around a nucleus of 20 reig lettermen.

CAPITOL *
I0W!

ENDS
SATURDAY

•

Note Special Schedule •
ed. Thur. d Fri. Beeoffice
pens at 6:30-Starts at 7:00
441-Continuous Showing
Opens 12:40-Starta 1:00
Admiasion-50e & 25e •

-ThoScre,Tfr
Latiq,I8

*

'Fe-time!
•

tgo

It out-happys
-the happiest
best-seIler

On March 2, the Faxon Jr.,
4-H club met. Theerneeting---Tvas
called to order by our president.
Carolyn Cunningham. We had
piresent 33 girls and 25 buys.
The pledge-s were given by Linda Walker and Florence Cashion.
Songs were led, by Brenda Whams. The' Bible was read by
Anneda Morris.
The program was turned over
to Edwina Vance and the parts
for the play were given by: *Mellodean Burkeen, Carolyn Parr;kh, Davis Cashion, Linda EmiWrson, Danny Adams, France
Wells. Jeanette Burkeen.
The program was turned over
to Mr. and Mrs. Wrather.
Reporter - Marilyn Cunningham.

Safety Program IsWeld By Dexter 4-H

Mr. and Mrs. Chister Cathey
and Mies Edith Duncan of Paducah were SkiAday gayest& otlatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Barnhill and children of Bruceston,
Tenn., were recent guest of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Newsome
of Manchester, N. H., visited
relatives in Kentucky recently.
Mr. Newsome is in the Air Force.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McGary of
Mernph:s. Tenn., were Sunday
guest of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner
were recent guest of relatives
in 'Lexington, Ky.
Pat Adams of Illinois spent
several days at home.
Sunday, March 1st guests of
Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell were Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Carter and sons,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell
and son. Mr. and Mrs. Jennings
Turner and sun. Mr.. and Mrs.
Lyman Dixore,efrs. Ovie Carter
and Mrs. Terrell Hayden and
children.

The Dexter 4.-E Club met
February 28th. The meeting was
called to order by the president,
Gerald Miller. The Bible was
read by Sidney Pritchett. The
roll 'was called by the secretary.
Joyce Leach. We had twentythree present and three absent.

ft

Fie
Tiliti
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Coldwater News

WORKED TOO WELL
CANANDAIGUA, N. Y. (UPI)
-Leo F. Seguin. 31, protecting
his motor against freezing temperatures,
wrapped
a
blanket
around it and ran an extension
cord from his house, lighting a
system of electric bulbs to fernish
The vice-president. Roy Thorn. additional heat. The motor- didn't
Amducted the program on safety. freeze, but the blanket caught fire
Mrs. Wrather gave a talk on and did $100 damage.
setting the table and also how
to eat at the table. Mr. Sims
In 183 years, 604.773 Asnerigave a talk on making speeches. cans have died in battle. In the
Project books on sewing, cooking past 40 years. 1,182.959 Americans
and electricity were distributed. have died in highway accidents.

What I Would Do If
I Were You
FACTS ONLY!

HAZEL
Route 2
News
Winter cold stays with us altheugh sun shileng beautifully
past time. S'Arie plant beds to
be burned and very little gardening done.
Mrs. Jim Morgan and daughter were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten
and son.
Brother J. Lockhart preached
at New Providence as usual on
2nd Sunday at 11 a. m. and 7 p.
m. Hampton Curd were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter
Hill and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Carr and
children were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons.

Weekly TVA Newsletter
TVA's forestry program has been
primarily one of fact finding,
testing, -- and demonstration, Kenneth J. Seigworth, Chief of the
Forest Development Branch, recently told the Tennessee Small
Woodland Conference at Nashville.
"We believe," he said, "it has
been beneficial to all woodland
owners large and small, and to
the forest industries which provide a market for . timber growers.
"Over the past 25 years we have
tried to help the states extend
and improve fire protection; to
provide adequate quantities of tree
seedlings: to test and demonstrate
management practices; to improve
utilization - especially sawmill
utilization practices: to provide
resource data useful in attracting
new forest industries or expanding old ones.

long range averages for these
months, TVA said.
Preliminary figures indicate
rainfall for the two months as
8.67 inches. an inch under the
65-year mean of 9.66 inches.
Runoff at Chattanooga for January-February
was 4.22 inches,
compared with a mean. of 6.36
inches; at Kentucky Dam it was
4.44 .riches, compared with a mean
of 6.46 inches.
The initial operation of the new
lack at the. Wilson Darn in north
Alabama is now expected this
fall, probably in November. TVA
said today. Delay in delivery of
the lower lock gate will prevent
opening of the lock this spring,
as originally scheduled.

Faxon Senior 4-H
Meets On March 2
On March 2nd the Faxon Sr.,
4-H club met in the lunch room.
President Ruth Ro'aerts called
the meeting ti) order.
Hilda Farmer led the pledge
to the American Flag and Eddie
Hale led the pledge to the 4-H
flag. Evelyn Donelson was in
charge of the devotional. The
Biblet„, reading was from Rev.
20:
The sang-leaders, Jan •
Wilkinson and Rob Walston
the song, "I'm a little piece of
Tin."
The secretary. Marilyn Duncan called the roll and read the
minutes.
There were 11 girls and 12
boys present.
President ,Ruth Roberts then
turned the program over to vicepresident. Terry Farris. The program was a skit on safety, titled
"The minutes of the ghost meeting". The following top part:
Eddie Clyde Hale, Judy Walker,
Joe Pat --Phillips, Rob Walston,
Charles Beane, David Alexander,
Charles Cope, Jerry Travis, Connie Morgan. Keith Hayes, Evelyn
Donelson and Marilyn Duncan.
Vice-president,
Terry
Farris
then turned the program over to
Mr. Sims and Mrs. Wrather, who
gave niformatiun on the 4-H
Talent show to be given March
27th.
President Ruth Roberts then
dismissed the meeting.
Reporter - Evelyn Donelson

BLROlt
1RAOITION
BELLOWS FALLS, Vt. UPI) -Ethan Allen, named alter the
famed leader of the Green Mountain Boys, became a hero to the
National Guard when his enlistment brought Company A up to
its full strength for the first
time since it was organized in
1953

,
1-4.
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t
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TA
teoar.TV
nth vlialtsi
etimmaoted
and steam plants in February
were 388.100, an increase of nearly a hundred thousand over the
. "We believe these efforts have
same
d
d 1th
made-rnore favorer) The physkal
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs. and economic climate for the Loudoun Dam was first with an
Thomas Mathis. Mr. and Mrs. practice of forestry, have added. estimated 60.100; Douglas Dam was
Chickamauga
Collie Stnbblefield, Mr. and Mrs. to the resource base of the region, second with 41,100;
and
Coy Lamb and Mr. and Mrs. Jr. and have enhanced the market Dam was third with 35.600;
Pickwick Landing Dam was fourth
Bray were Sunday callers.
expects
products.
TVA
for forest
. Mr. and Mrs. Dwin Stubble- to continue this cooperative pro- with 32,700.
Others: Norris 32,500; Kentucky
field's childzen have had chicken- gram of information and demon]
28,400: Guntersville 24,600; Wilson
pax.
stration w ith appropriate and
19.600: Cherokee 17.000; Boone 15,Mrs. Thomas Mathis and Mrs. timely adaptations."
000; Watts Bar 14,300; Fort Patrick
Looney CIL:k were unable to he
10.Mr. Seigworth- said that direct Henry 13,000: South Holston
at Church Sunday. Others iU
9.500: Watauga
are Mr. and Mrs. George Linville assistance or service programs 000: Hales Bar
Fontana 4.who are still takng treatments such as tree marking, or assist- 8.700: Wheeler 7,800;
S. P. 3.300;
fur sinus. Jim Allbritten was ance in arranging for a timber 300. Widows Creek
Gallatin S.
sick with cold and nad to be sale, are functions for state and Kingston S. P. 2.800:
Hiwassee 2,000; Colbert
2.600:
P.
agencies.
,private
Uncle
three
days.
work
off frorn
S. P. 1.300; Johnsonville S. P.
Billy Allbritten rested better for
that ways should be 1,000; John Sevier 500; Shawnee
He
said
There are slightly more than
several nights.
to publicly recognize wood- 400
two and a half million TV sets
Mr. and Mrs Bert Collins and found
land owners who are carrying out
in the Soviet Union
Vicacy have mused back to their
good forestry practices.
le.rne on route 5, Murray. Mr.
and Mrs. James Raspberry and
KILLS 35 ALGERIANS
"There is a real need for public
children hese moved to the Wil- recognition of those who are proALGIERS (MA) - French.
lie Craig place, very good to ducing high quality timber crops. paratroopers killed $5 Algerian
at Everyone recognizes the need for rebels in a battle in the Oursenis
back
these families
have
church.
weeding a corn field, but the Mountains southwest of Algiers,1
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Curd were farmer who does a weeding job French officials sa;c1 today
Where
recent visitors in the h: me of in his woods is still regarded as a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Morris of bit odd."
e
Paris. Tenn.
Prevent
Eradicate
He said public recognition of
Misses Susan and Nancy Williams, Miss Norma Sirnnexis, Mr. woodland owners will help speed
MICE - ROACHES
and Mrs. Hilton Williams, Mr. up the process of social acceptgenerally
people
will
and
ance
Simmens,
Mrs.
Audry
Mr.
and
TERMITES - RATS
and Mrs. Bill Simmons, Mr and do what they should do in their
becomes
it
when
interests
own
Mrs. Oren Simmons, Mrs. Louis
Carr and children visited Mr. the socially accepted thing to do.
adn Mrs. A. W. Simmons recentRainfall and runoff for the first
ly.
Miller two months of 1959 are below
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
were Sunday dinner guests of
The estructive Termite
SEALED BIDS FOR GAS Heating
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Miller and
FREE INSPECTION
conversion. etc., at US. Post Offson.
ice, Murray, Kentucky will be
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stom. Mr.
received until 2:00 p.m.. C.S.T..
and Mrs. J. W. Salmon, Mrs.
April 24. 1959 in Room 575, U.S.
Lassiter Hill, Almous Steele, PreLicensed & Insured Courthouse. Chicago 4, Illinois, arid stun Taylor. Mr. and Mrs.
W
then publicly opened in Room
SAM KELLEY
Summons, Misses Susan and Nan575. Information concerning bid): Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Collie
ding documents may be obtained
Phone PL 3-3914
Stubblefield, Mr. and Mrs. Jun
from .(a) General Services AdminAllbritten. Mrs. Clarice Gregory.
Region 5. 575 US. CourtMrs. I. E. Allbritten, Mr. and istration.
house. Chicago 4, Illinois; (b)
Mrs. Trellis Stone were last week
Custodian of the building project.
callers of Mr. and Mrs. George
3-14
Linville.

EXTRA WORKOUT
BUFFALO, N. Y. ,UPI) - The
University of Buffalo basketball
team got an added workout during exam week. Squad members
hadi to remove and replace 500
desk-chairs everytime they practiced in the gym - which was
doubling as an examination center

ATTENTION....

Beekeepers and Farmers
Now is the time to stock your Beekeeping supplies I can furnish complete standard hives
assembled and painted
Extra supers. tops, bottoms, frames, feeders.
Plain or wired wax foundations, Bee veils,
gloves, smokers and Queen excluders.
Gel your equipment now and save your
spring' swarms. Old frames refilled with new
foundation
Place your order now for package Bees and
extra Qu ens.
Mr Farmer, or anyone interested in growing
fruit of field seeds, can furnish a complete hive
of fine bees at low price. Get a 'few colonies for
pollination and honey on the side.
I will save you lime and freight and can
generally make suggestions on problems connected with your bees that may mean more succoful operation.

L. C. HUMPHREYS
-Phone 3017

411 N Poplar St.

Paris, Tenn.

Natural Gas Stops
Kengas Begins!

\EIS =PAM
with the Gold Star .1liard

4

ofour day!

TERMITES

ANDY GRIFFITH
COMing

SUNDAY!

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

Academy Award Winner

'Bridge On The
?iver Krivoi" - color

I IIIII EMI NI

oking
rc-1

•

me of the many
y finds in home
r made this par. and that's onl!,
(lion for the chil
ial independence
By planning &family will con-

1. Get a bag of Poison Fertilizer for the
garden, and eliminate the insect problem
2. Get all the treated garden seed I would
need, from my Co-Op.
Place my order tor my "seed corn now,
since it is only $9.90 per bushel.
4. Get what Ammonium Nitrate I would
need for topdressing my pasture and
small grain.
• 5. Reseed my lawn with those high quality seed, and top dress with 14-14-14
fertilizer from my Co•Op.
6. Look over ,the hundreds of sale items
at reduced prices, my Co-Op has now.
7. Get my fencing needs before a possible
shortage, due to anticipated steel
strike.
8. Get my Galvanized Roofing from my
Co-Op while they have a good supply.
9. Get the Starting Mash for my baby
chicks.
10. I would go to the Co-Op Mill the next
time I needed feed.
There Are Hundreds of Other Things I Would
Do, But Try These Few.
...at your Co-Op
Store!

Calloway Co. Soil
Imp.
Phone!!pLA

lurray

.
A
I
92.
sn.

. I .C .

Conteratulaell•ns -105 Mr and
Mrs. Caln on the arrival of their
twin daughters.

FHA News
The Triestorian cornmittee - of
Kirksey chapter of Future Homemakers of America met Monday
March 9 in the home of Mrs.
Kenneth Palmer to work on the
scrapb(e4(
The committee was well organized as to plan of work and
mcuh progress was made toward
a good scrapbook for the ohapter.
'rhose present were: Stella Adams, hletorian; Marlin Youngblood. aesistant historian; Carolyn Parker, Linda Compton and
Joan Morgan. typist; Dona Gray.
Adpresident; Annette
Jonas
Jones Advisor, Miss Ann
nett
Elkins. advisor, and one chapter
mother, Mrs. Preston Adams.
Supper was served by hostess,
Mrs. Palmer.
Annette Jones and Faye Patton.
seniors were selected by their
advisor, because of their interest
in home economics to visit the
college home economics department. February 27. They were
guest of the college home economics club for lunch. toured the
campus and were entertained by
a pr .gram on "Careers in Home
Economics'' and "Life on Callage
Campus".
TO PLAY

MOSCOW

FARMERS!!
Do you plan to swap tractors, trade cars or trucks,
build dairy barns, buy livestock or make other major improvements? If so and you don't have the
cash, you owe it to yourself to investigate PCA's
plan for financing this kind of investment. The
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association
has a plan that is especially tailored for farmers
and is convenient and economical.
I. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock are sold,

g

i46.&L.•-• Special
Allowance
o
fo
naverage
ti Trade In
R•g.

4. There is an adequate supply of money at
all times.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.

(Oven and Broiler, too)
Visulite Oven Door

Roomy Storage Area
And Many,
More!!

$22995

5. No co-signer is required.

Automatic Top Burner
Automatic Lighting

Chrome Lined Oven
Chrome Burner Pans
Clock, Light and Timer

'289"
L... '
Mr

3. Interest is figured only on the number of
clays the money is used.

many

Only $7.55 a Month

7. Loans may be covered by credit life insurance..
PCA also makes loans to purchase fertilizer,
seed, fuel, and for other operating expenses.
More of the better farmers are using the Production Eredit plan to finance their farm programs.

Sales and Service
Appliances, Heating,
Air Conditioning

NEW YORK (UPI) - The
New York Philharmonic will appear in Moscow for twweeks
this summer, it was announced
Thursday.

For a dependable convenient loan that will
make you money, see Keys Keel at the Jackson
Purchase Production Credit Association for your
credit needs.

LOVETT'S TEXACO

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Ass'n

SERVICE
4th & Chestnut
PL 3-9141

Look for these features
in this New Tappan:

2081/2 S. 4th

Murray, Ky.

PL 3-5602

MIMEO

L. P. Gas-Bottle and Tar',
Murray, Ky.
A Division of Western Kentucky Gas Co.

oti
411111111111111•••
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Girls Scout_News

-

Magazine Warns
Of Nutria Menace

"YOU CAN COUNT ON HER" late to help and decorate
NEW YORK (UPI) - The nud it
°You can count on Her to be wen the lights and trimminge,
tria, a South American rodent
of Service' is one of the themes .some home-made some new. La imported into the U.S. less than
of 3th millien Girl Scout; thro- ter the scout leadet delivered
40 years ago for its fur, is reughtout the United States. Mur- the box of toys; and a note later
ported7r-lhintatenang .4e. •tieuome
ray Girl Scouts are no exception. front Miss Bradley assured the
national menace by 1965.
They have found many ways to g.i'Le that Christmas had been
An army of the huge swamp
•
be of service to their community. merrier for the children of New
rats is said to be eating its way
Troop 22 under the leadership hope because af their efforts.
across the country, destroying
of Mrs. W. H. Solomon took
During the holidays, the troop
marshland and farm crops and
Christmas gifts to the orphanage went caroling, with particulars
defying' all attempts to eradicate
at Paradise Friendly Heine near emphasis on the Murray Rest
the scourge.
i'm-Ctty, Kentucky.
Hozne. Old folks living there
Already, according
Friday. March llth
to
True
home of Mrs. John B. Cavet on
Murdock
wrote
They
Mr.
, sup- were cheerio! by 'the young voiMos Euva Nell Boggess. daughMagazine, nutria colonies have
The WMS of the Flint Baptist the Coldwater Road.
erintende
nt of the orphanage, and ces and faces made more shiny
ter of Mrs. -thane Boggess, 319 churn; will observe the
spread
from
Louisiana
• • ••
to AlaWeek of
asked for the children's names. than usual by lighted candles
Francois Duvalier
Nerth Fifth Street. and Mr. James Prayer this even.ng at 7
Louts Dejoki
bama, Arkansas, California. Colop.m. at
Tuesday. March 17th
ages, and what they wanted fur carried be each girl.
R.dger' Reed, son of Mr. Joe T. the church.
rado,
Florida,
Louisiana MaryThe Rainbow Girls will meet at Christmas. .1.fter studying
the
Reed. ShelAyville. Tenn., w c re
land, Michigan, Mississippi, Ne7 p.m. in the Masonic hall.
Christmas desires' of the twentymarried Februarry 6 at 3:00 p.m.
Troop
23.
Leader
Atlantic
vada,
Mrs.
New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon,
Herbert
••••
four children (that ranged in Hughes.
The North Murray Homemakers
ir; the study of the Judson MeTexas, Utah and Washington.
Circle No. 2 of the First Metho- age (ruin 5 years to 16 y•cars
menet Baptist Church. Officiating club will meet at 1.30 p m. in the
February 21st., Troop 23
On
The magazine said they thrive
dist Church will meet in fhe Old) it seemed almostunpossible
home of Mrs. Alton Hughes.
we_ the Rev Hobert B Ford.
visited the Friendly Paradise Oron rat poison, that strychnine
Sociel Hall of the church at 2:30 for our troop to furnish these
•• • •
phans home at Bell City. Each
The bride chose a baby blue
merely makes their fur glossier
p.m.
•
guts as they had only twelve Scout took either new
tat'
sheeth dress with a fittedeteentet•
ant that any chemical deadly
or used
Mrs J. C. Joiner and Mrs. dinars to. spend. What a childlaturday, March 14th
latelheiteerentony. Her accessories
books and games.
enough to kill nutria would also
luncheon .s being held at the Albert Lassiter well be hostesses. lenge-to furnish these children
A
were black. At her shoulder she
We irwpected the new buildwipe out other wildlife. Scientists
Woman's Club House honoring Mrs George 'Smith has charge of new gifts with such a small awoae a white orchid..
ing which is nearing completion,
were reported
a loss to find a
presidents and charter members of , the program.
mount-but
their
troop
decided met twen.y-four children now
Serving as matron of honor was
solution to the problem.
••••
the Murray Chapter of the A.A. I
just
do
to
that.
On the gift Itst hying in' the home and made
Mrs. Harold Ben. She were a
U.W All members are urged to
DOMINICAN
The Music department of the ,were: 2 dolls. 4 watches for
haht grey suit with black acces14 snaps hots.
attend.
Murray
Woman's
club
will
REPUBLIC
present and la year old boys. 3 toy wagsories. Her corsage was pihk- carTOGETHER AGAIN
We
were
much
impresse
Caribbe
d by
an Sea
••••
a style show, °Coleens On Parade" ens. 3 knives. 2 footballs, flashnat.ens.
the great work that is being
at
complete
A
8
p.m
rehearsal
in
the
Pate
will
Arts Recital ...glee gloves. 2 toy swords, rock don in giving
be
ROCHF-STEFt, N. Y. .(UPI)
R. J. . Suddeth acted as best
these children a
, MM
held for Colleens oc Parade style hall at Murray State Colege. The and son recarcie, softball.
rnea for Mr. Reed.
paper clean ant-. happy enviornment.
Minutes after Joseph Medici. 38,
.
show
including
public
welcome.
.5
music:era
PUERTO
models,
,
dolls, and a huia hoop. Our b;g- We realized that we
The o.uple left for 'a wedding
drove away from St. Mary's hoshave much
•• • •
and committee chairmen at 3 p.m.
gest problem was gearing 4 wet- tc be that kfai for
hithe to Florida. They will reside
RICO
pital where he visited his wife,
won
our
geed
_
•
in
the
Circle
recital
No.
hall
3
at
the college.
of the WS.C.S. of ches which were the most exit
3helbyvitir.
Benedette he was in an autohomes, lot ing parents and many
••••
the
First
Methodist Church will pensive items on the list.
The bride was gradti
mobile accident. He returned to
oppertunities.
from • The D
'EXTREME
AREAl-Fr
EXPLOSIV
LY
Duvalier,
ancols
E
president
A.R.
will meet in the meet at 2 30 pin, at the home of
We knew that Girl Scouts
urray Trainees school' ar.d att,heyd
the hos;:,:tal as a patient.
of the Republic of Haiti, believes the situation in the CaribWe believed that thiii visit
tended Murray: State College. She home of Mrs George Hart at 2:30 Mrs. Calls Jeres, 1106 W. Main never ask fur donations so
bean
•
will
area
extremel
is
make
explosive
"so
y
us
"
want
that
"the
United
to
take
adin
the "nee-noon. Mrs. Juhan _Re- Street with Mrs. Essie Brown as took their letter watt :he
giodeated front_ 4Daviess fony .
eteld- ventage- te ea; ataan esportami
_35 .5 4..
.
0.1
,
10ste.s.
flutes should.take...immediata steps to &sauna. hill responsi•
--lrelLesT14114Mat-EN.
Ii 'spits. 7School
. l000reetess, hirs. Autry Farmer hee l ten's names. ages. and wishes; ties to beCome better Scouts
Nursing In
bility for maintenance of peace" there, according to a story
and
charge of the prom:Fre
Os ensberie
and
presente
it
d
to the different better citizens. We hope the
copyrighted by UPL The story also maid former Haitian
• • ••
BUFFALO, N. Y. (UPD - Dr.
garn••• •
I tett es and if any one wanted to et and books
Mr. Reed was graduated from
Senator Louts Dejoie Ls heading a movement of other
James Ford was to address the
w:ll provide many
I
Merida
C
nip
March
we
13th
F.
accepted it. In raoord huurt of entertainment
High Schaal
Monday. Mutt lath
Haitian expatriates in Cuba for • revolutionary invasian
TennesWeetern New York weather socifor these
The Home department of the time they had filled the list and
sac and Tennessee School,
• Tne Y ,ung Women's Sunday
attempt against Haiti within 30 days. Cuban Premier Fidel
children.
ety concerning weather sensing
Murray
Weman's
Te thr.ology.
club
Schoe: Class of the First Baptist
will meet had extra gifts that weren't even
Castro says he will aid in an attempt to unhorse Dominican
Scouts 'who made the trip to
syttems, but the meeting was
•
••
Church wilt meet a: the home St Inc CuD noose at 1:uu p.m. zor an the list. Mr. Alfred Lindsey the home wthlt
Republic President Hector B. Trujillo.
(Central Press)
postponed at the last minute ...
Paula Altnettere
a
luncheon
meeting
Hostesses will gave them two watches but they Nancy
of Mrs. Phillip Mitchell, 416 South
Bucy..Cathy Berry, Kathbecause of the vtii,ither, of course.
be
Mesdame
s
J.
A. Outland. Rich9th street at 7 o'clock. Program
needed 2 more. One of the Tyn Williams. 'Erutty
Lily, Owen
-Yearly Visitetion". All members , erd Tack. 0. C Wells, Robert Scouts' mether told our problem Jones. Pretty.
Troop 21 has plans for carry'
Colson, Kay Hugh- Promise they made when they
Ethereon.
R. H. Robbtns. Burnett LMr. Richard Tuck and he
are urged t, attend.
were
10
commun
years
old.
One
the
of
e,
house
ing
out
and
a
es. Nancy Cowin, Vicki Ellis,
WaterfieleL
activities for this badge was-"do safety campaign. We would like,
send them two watches for twelve Phyllis McNutt. Sharon
Hopkins,
•• • •
dollars.. Now the list was porn- Gail McClure,
Mrs. Bryan Tolley arrived Wed-* Circle No. 4 of the W S.CS. of
and Marilyn Hop- one or more service projects re- to work seme conservation pre,
Friday. March 51
lated to "duty to Gad" and "duty ject with another group in tywn. '
p.ete except for the boxing gloves kins.
netday night after spending e'er, the First- Methodist church will
The New Concord leamernatters angl the families of my girls
to Country". At Christmas we in so doing our
time with her son and wife Mr. meet in the home of Mrs. Paul
in ' Continued On Galley Two
ENDS
club will meet in the home of my troop b. ught them
and Mrs. Charles Tottey and the T. Lyles at 700. p.m.
Others were Mis. lea Duey, contributed clothes, toys and food. cummuzute.
SATURDAY
Mrs.
Taft
Patterson
•
•
•
•
at
I
We
pm.
have
done
One
meeting,
troop
by sitting for
raw granddaughter. The little
wae spent Mrs. Imogene McClure. Mrs.
Her- free
• •• •
In gift wrapping these presents. ber Hughes.
so mothers could attend P.gratd-daughier. Leslie Wynn arJanice Hughes. KaTreup 3 header
Monday. March lath
Maurir•
Then
on December lath , all the ron WC:toe end Pair. Garland. TA meetings and go to the
rived while she was there Mrs.
POieS
The Aloe Waters circle of the
Hopten, Mrs Car 'Luther, Mr
girls in' Troia) 22. along with
T :ley states that Donna, her
tO VIA&
Steetodest Church eon meet
Glenn Doran
their leader. and three in thers;
deintriter-intlaw and Leshe Wynn in
Troop 26 Leedei Mrs. Freida - _
the Social Hall at 7:30 pm.
Donaha
M.
Crawferd
,
doing fine. Charles is a proMrs.
Hu,..
Snuah.
••••
Wealltrburman. and Mrs. J:.the LNORWALK.
fa hor at the Yeung Harris College
The Penny Moinernakers Club What probably(ileari. *tittle"
Ttoop 26 on Valentine D
.11 Young Harms. Ga.
is the world's Wilkants, delivered the Chrihdwill meet et ten o'clock in the smallest
paper mill - with a mas gifts. I beaeoe each girl Utak baskets of fruit to the Mt.,
working Le-de of one onahn - has and mother that was present was ray Rest Home. Each girl broute
• Washed
deeply rewarded by seeing and 3 pieces of fruit to their tr
it to- been fully reechanfied.
• Dryed and Folded
Rudolph Bozak. president of hearing Inc expreions for joy a:thee:ad and laelptid prepare '
• Flat Work Ironed FREE
the R. T Bozak Co.. which de- from these children at Paradise haskete. The gins also made V.
entitle Cards fur each member e
signs, and builds loudspeakers for Friendly Home.
506 W. Main St.
The girls in Troop 22 had de- the reat heme.
stereophoruc and hi-ti systems,
Telephone PL. 3-2621
YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN
operates the mill in a corner of cided early in December not to
CO.'
Troup 15, Leader Mrs. Everett
his factory He makes his own exchange etta ag this would be
a Cnristrnag fer giving int-tead Outland.
paper for the speaker canes.
Senior Girl Scout Troop 15
Developed by his organizatien, of receiving.We all returned
South Side Square
Phone PL 3-2552
the new machine lifts the paper "Ins fee1316 -tbat -truly the old hat; been deals Nurses etude work
, to the mold that shapes the cones. /Wale truth was. so __true. "Its et the Murray Hespitel this year.
Pulp. water and the other nee. bboe blessed to give than re- In Sept. treup 15 took a course
essary ingredients are mixed in "live
in hottistal Nurses Aide under
a metal, trough w.th a rotary
Mrs. Lucille Roes, Superintenoei.:
:
.
Troop 4. Leaders Mrs. !Dimond Ut nurtes at Murray Hospi
beater that looks lite the paddle
on an old sternwheeler Chemicals Sttytler and Mrs. EV.nnie Crouch. After compleur-g this course eat
g.r1 agreed to donate at I. e •
' and a black dye are then actied to
In the fall of 1958. Troop 4 4 hours of work
the mixture. Baking and drying
• week to
became interesead in the School
completes the process.
Some .1 her duties art.
Just Fill In Blank and Mail - or Register at
•
of
New Hope. a recently organiz- Arranging
Altheugh the paper mill .3 ful'hewers, serving trays..
ly mechanized. its sole employe ed scheol in Murray for retarded I sedans up trays, making beds.
isn't Out of wort He runs the ;.children. The troop invited the I messenger
service.
anewering
' directed. Mit Frances Bradley, lights. working
new machine.
with the book'
to talk t tree group one even- cgra
assisting
RT 3 - MURRAY, KY.
ing' and :earned from her what plies and any n surrmcal supother way tr. .
&touts could do to help the school can to help
PARENTS REsPONS1BLE
the nurses in leo.
•,
At Miss Brradley's request, the duties.
MINNEAPOLIS 'UPI' - Com- meop spent several sneeungs rnakenity youth centers should not .ng bean bags of various designs
These Girl Sceutt are giving
•• considered a "cure-all" for end s.zes for the children. These a service beneficial not only to
eeting the social and recreation. were to be used for free play as the Murray Hospital but the'
needs of Young people, warns well as help in coordinetion. community as well.
• earles Martin a family life Miss Bradley reported that the
500 N. 4th
teciatist from the University of bean begs were received with
Troop 21, Leader Mrs. Arlo
non.. PL 3-3251
delight and played with until Sprunger.
:innesota.
theiresee
Marlin said too many
nts had to be readaerviellGiving *entice is an imperean:
— CLOSED -SUNDAYS -.
AND hi All,
e forgetnog "that the major
part of the Girl Scout Pron,.
Several
meetings
after
thee
the when you say "to help teller
• .-sponsibility in preparing their
Name
teldren for adult life belongs to troop met and prepared a box people at all nmes" you iris-an
of toys for these chiluren. Sime
that you are willing and ready
parents. not schools, churches
Address
were repaired or painted. Others to give
cenenunity."
serv.ce. Every badge in
were in fie,d condition to
begin the Geri Send program has tugIn recent years. Martin said,
Coming SUNDAY!
Name of Machine
•Ients have tended to surrender with. That week after school gestione (Cr service praject, In
the girls went after their whoa,:
John Saxon - Sandra Dee
You Now Own__
Troop 21 we have been werkfamily functioris of .teaching.
.ereatien and training to out- was out A, the School .4 New ing on the "My Trefoil Badge".
where
iis "RESTLESS YEARS"
He r
'
they put up a Chrest- This is a
, de agencies. He said these agennew badge in the Ints are valuable only when they rnas treetethey had bought with termediate ,prograsn designed
MN OM WWII WM/
to
the happy assistance of
_
several help Junier High girls
•eppaement wholeseme family life.
better
of th cht:dren v..ha had
stayed understand the meaning •.f
the

Ftiva Nell Boggess
gernmes Bride Of
J. Rodger Reed
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Tiny Paper Plant
Fully Mechanized

10 Pounds
790
20 Pounds
'1.49
30-Pounds
'1.99
BOONE LAUNDRY -CLEANERS
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GREENFIELD FABRICS
1st Award
2nd Award
3rd Award
4th Award

'80 Certificate
$50 Certificate
535 Certificate
'20 Certificate
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Necchi SEWING MACHINE AWARDS

Shirley Florist
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RESTAURANT
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
IN NEW LOCATION,

Vithe J.(
.74.. Churchill Ainteral Amu
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE SINCE 1$ I 6*

Tionalta

Golden Pond
PRIVATE DINING ROOM
FOR PARTIES

OXYGEN
EQUIPPED

FRESH FISH
CHOICE STEAKS
REGULAR DtNNK.RS
SHORT ORDERS
HOMEMADE PIES

.Cnurchill, Othuntr

We provide the same prompt.
dependable, truly complete funeral service to families living
in the nearby areas as we do to
those families living right here
In Murray. Wherever the family
resides, it's wise to call the J.II.
Churchill organization.

EXClUSIVE
24 HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

featuring

4
101

.11011L,
PL 3-2411
301 MAPLE ST.

Antrim,

littr.tuckg

Ownisd and Operated by

Mr.and Mrs. L. A.Ross

VIOLENCE ARI'

oti TEXTILE STRIKE FRONT-During an
outbreak of violence on the
textile strike picket line in Handel:ton.
N. C., an unidentified policeman
keeps his
attn. s
armel with "is. shmit Iterx
iit'd walk to.m.rj aa,,Ules ejfIjj
legOetit
lemma were urdered into the plty
to help local polint' by Gee I_
'tor

Phone WAlker 4-5477 for Reservations

t

Ra(iaus Fiin -Fest!

FREE!

30 Varieties
Ni) I Grade Only
The Very Finest
JACKSON and PERKINS
ROSES

Tl_
Doing
about
iacludi
about
Ideal
site S,
GOOD

fITIEDLEVAS

I

I

Pt

a betterl TODAY!
'Double Feature!

SP-ECIAL!!
WASH and DRY BUNDLE

MURRAY LOAN CO.
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razine Warns
Nutria Menace

FOR SALE
ED ELECTRIC MOTORS ctric heaters - concrete mixer
arm wagon - electric saw.
one, PL 3-2930. Brandon Dill.
TFC

home and 13 acres about 5 miles
out in good fanning seation.
190 ACRE FARM ON HWY., ALL
good laild only $12,500. See this
one.
NICE FIVE ROOM MODERN
home on two acres about one
mile out on Hwy. 641, Full basement, garage, gas furnace heat.
Don't miss this one.
A NICE NEW THREE BED room
brirk home in city. Central heat.
Hardwood floors, plenty of builtins, large Tot, shade, and mus.

7 CHEVROLET, 4 dr., 6 cylindhgeop, straight shift. Radio,
ater7 turn signals Ky. license.
an, tops mechanically, economto operate. See James Harmon,
ger & Times. No phone calls
ase.
TF Galloway Insurance and Real Estate Agency. Ph. PL 3-5842, Home
0 WHITE NYLON UNIFORMS. PL 3-1302.
3-14C
e 10. Practically new. See
100
YOUNG
EWES
WITH
Lambs,
iette Coles at 420 So. 8th St.
priced reasonable. L. W. Neal,
TFNC
Smirthland, Kentucky.
3-14P
AIN DUPLEX AND apx. 4
7 ROOM MODERN BRICK house,
es VIM land on Lynn Grove
3 bedrooms, located on college
hway just outside city limits
farm road, has city water and
Murray. Claude L. Miller Real
sewerage. Will transfer FHA loan,
ate & Insurance, Phones PL
or re-finance. Telephone PLaza
59 PL 3-5064.
3-14C
'3-2540.
3-19C
RGE LOT 'ACROSS U'S. High68 from Fisherman's One ALUM AWNINGS WILL SAVE
p. Beautiful view of Kentucky You money this month. Have
e. Suitable for cabin or lodge. several sizes in stock, also Alum
tact Purdy Motors, Madison- siding, 7 colors, 10 Alum windows,
e, Kentucky.
3-12P 1 door $199.00 Installed. No down
sdryoierit6 months-try pay.'Howie
M1PFSEL MOBILE HOME 35-ft, Comfort Co., 108 S. 12th St. Ph
bed ro.m, exctptionaly clean, PL 3-3607.
TFC
es Trailer Court, West Main.
3-16P HAY. 400 BALES, 50e BALE. See

TOGETHER AGAIN

'1IFSTER, N. Y. •(UPI)
i!s after Joseph ?tether. 38,
away from St. Mary's hoswhere he visited his wife,
etta, he was in an autoaccident. He returned to
sso.tal as a patient.

---IlfgE.4.1111ERF.Fig4N-

'FALO, N. Y. (UPli - Dr.
Ford was to address the
el New York weather sodoncerning weather sensing
is. but the meeting was
ned at the last minute
e of the weather, of course.

4

01DAIRE B EFR IGERATOR,
ckledi and in excellent condition,
four
SIel floor furnace, will he
or five rooms comfortably. See at
204 Woodlawn-Phone PL 3-4478.
3-16C

Wigwag
ENDS
SATURDAY

)ul:ple Feature!

Inv!tin LEWIS
Malian

IFW
-anted

LOST-FOUND

✓ YORK (UPI) - The noa South American rodent
ted into the U.S. less than
ars ago for its fur, is re.-74iireateirisng • ,tae•-beeolne a
al menace by 1965.
army of the huge swamp
5 said to be eating its way
the country, destroying
land and farm crops and
g all attempts to eradicate
nturge.
'ady,
according
to
True
Me, nutria colonies have
from Louisiana to Ala.
Arkansas, California, ColoFlorida, Louisiana Mary.
Michigan, Mississippi, NeNew Mexico, Ohio, Oregon.
Utah and Washington,
magazine said they thrive
at poison, that strychnine
, makes their fur glossier
that any chemical deadly
to kill nutria would also
out other wildlife. Scientists
reported Itt a loss to find a
•n to the problem.

WAY!
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FOR RENT

15 ACRES CORN, 1.58 ACRES
Tobacco, attractive offer for man
with implements. 10 miles Northeast of Murray. See Mabel Witett,
Murray Motel. March 13th to 15th.
3-14P
4 ROOM APARTMENT. TWO bed
roorres, carport, electric heat, close
in. Available 15th of March. PL
3-3254.
3-13P
THREE ROOM UNFURNISHED
apartment, private entrance, newly
decorated. $30.00 month. 401 South
8th Stret, PL 3-2670.
3-13P
TWO ROOMS. WIRED FOR electric stove. Water, lights, bathroom
in house. F. B. Stegner, Hazel,
Ky,
TFC
FOR RENT OR LEASE: Business
building, 307 North 4th: 20-ft.x80ft. Adequate parking space. Call
PLaza 3-4913.
3-14C
SIX ROOM HOUSE-$50.00 per
month. Good location. See Bryan
Tolley or call PL 3-1346.
3-16C
BUSINESS PROPERTY for rent
Await._ 1900 _sty...ft Excellent
tion for auto repair, body work or
exce;lent storage for heavy material, Easy access. Baxter Bil.brey.
3-16C

Jack Bailey, Hatcher Farm. four
miles out on Cadiz Road.
3-17C

-a

GOOD POLE WOOD, MOSTLY
Oak, 43.00 up accOrding to length.
All hickory, 24-in. at $7.00 per
rick. Phone PLaza 3-4482.
3-17P

RESTURANT AT Kentucky Lake.
Nang good business. Nice building
about 30x6e ft. All new equipment,
including five room modern home,
about 1000 ft. highway frontage.
Ideal for truck stop and cabin
site See this bargain.
GOOD FIVE ROOM MODERN

COAL FURNACE AND STOKER.
A-1 condition. Suitable for building or large home. See James
Howard Kuykendall, Lake Hall,
or Ansel Grifin. May be seen at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
3-I4C

HELP WANTED
_
"WANTED MAN 22-45 WITH CAR
for established route work. Work
by appointment. Opportunity to
e„arn $125.130 weekly. Write 422
Col utribus A v e ., Paducah-Phone
3-2777".
3-13C
•
SOLICITORS, MEN OR WOMEN.
Start Monday. 13th. $75 - $125 per
week. Phone PL 3-1437. Standa.d
Coffee Company - James Nash.
3-16P

CIAPCLA.

Fitn-Fest!

Make sake the set is in sharp
focus, says Dr. Beitel, and if pos4.Thle- sit direct:), in ft ont of the
set, far enough tack to see comfortably avoiding angles.
From time to time, look away
frein the ...S44-4nd focus your eyes
at a distant object. Never watch
in total darkness - a soft, indirect light is recommended - and
keep the size of the screen in
proportion to the size of the room.
Also, keep the set at eye level.
Looking down,, up, around or any
other way is tirina.
It despite all these precautions,
your eyes smart. says Dr. Beitel,
it could be from smoke or an
allergy. Washing the lids and
lashes with soap and water should
give relief.
And, if you fail asleep, maybe
it's time for bed.

Don't Blame TV
For Tired Eyes

To Buy

WANTED to RENT ;

THR E ESA-YS ON.LY. A NEW
Singer automatic, only $199150. Call
Bill
Adams, PLaza
31757, or
PLaza 3-5480, 201 Scuth 13th. TFC

1131r STANLEY ELLEN
0 newish. 2111.
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-and then Wykoff turned away rising In his mind -he would
ha‘e no second chance. The desk
was there against the wall. He
tried the top drawer, hoping
That. Murray saw, was some- against hope that It was unfredi shaved that to fifteen minoy keeping a heavy foot on thing ne nadn't taken into ac locked, but It remained immovthe gas, and a wary eye out for. count The phone .vas on a table able He slid the chisel into the
etre) policemen along the way, not five :feet from the window narrow crack over the lock and
When he turned oft the highway When Wykoff picked it up and struck It hard with the heel of
into the ro•d leading to the ShOre dialed, nis back was toward Mut.- his nand He stood there poised
Murray Kirk slipped off his over- ray. But as he started to Speak for a second blow, but afraid to
coat and shoes, and Bruno. ob- I lge slowly turned, his eyes ab deliver it, feeling the time runsem mg this said, "Now I see I gtractedly fixed on the wall. Thenlning out on him lightning fast.
really got myself Into Something. slowly he turned away, nodded, It was the sound of voices in the
He must ' distance that released him from
What are you sui.posed to be- replaced the phone
I his paralysis. Wykoff was glum have called the utilities
Kirk ot the Commandoscompany'
The itnot which had 'seen with- must have been satisfied by what bring about something: it was
&sod so tar tightened in htur- he had been told. He gestured at ,1 clear that If power wasn't re•
stomach. It pressed up Bruno, and Bruno, still magnifi- I stored in time for the $64.000
•garnat his diaphragm, and cently unconcerned, still the man Question the Staten island Utilibreath.ng Decarne difficult who could take a job or leave it, ty Company was going to have
"That's me.- he said. "Watch whichever suited the customer, to answer for plenty. If the
Out wrrn you get to the drive- followed Joe out of Mght down electric company wanted to monkey around-!
Wire The garage is on this side, ' the halt
Murray struck the chisel again.
Murray let his feet down to
IWO there were a couple of guys
he
r.g around It last time Best the ground. To the hest of his It drove in deep, he bore down
is to come in around the recollection there were two win- on it, and felt the drawer give.
th
side, and slow down when lows In the livrng room he had He inched it out, saw with cold
ou
it near the Corner of the :oat heen looking into, two win- foreboding that It was empty,
:To
so I can pimp off there." down in the dining room beyond and Wed the next drawer below
be
ha the door already °poll it, and then there was the room It. There was • binder there with
,he car passed the corner of . with the desk in it lie counted a sheaf of paper in it. He turned
the noose, and he romped out, his way along the side of the the light on it, saw the columns
and almost tell on ground house and waited, watching the of figures neaded by cryptic iisk
was icy-hard and stick glow of light from Us* living- 'Jai& thrust it inside his shirt,
wh
Imcl r a film of frozen snow. and room windows and from the up- and got to the window as faat as
Oben regained his balance and stairs windows above them. In his he could. Once outside that winsir crooehing low, to the side of mind's eye he saw Bruno at the dour and with It closed behind
tab building. Light showed be- !head of the cellar steps, moved hint he could breath again. He
Wit the towered Venetian blind with him downstairs, and fol- balanced on the sill, shoved the
la the window the.re, hilt the win lowed as Bruno crossed the cel- window down, and dropped
ate, itself was a foot above nix tar to wherever the fuse box was clumsily to the ground. He was
When the lights went out Mur- not a second too soon. Still
berI
Ile braced IRS hands on
▪
•,11. end eturtiously drnw him - ray heaved himself up to the sill 1 crouching there, shaken by the
Ii up until he was resting; on and pushed at the windfax frame ! fall, he saw the lights of the
bb forearm& his st000liosed lee. It slid •ip an Inch and then house go on. It was that close,
*ogling free. Hi:aging there stopped He pushed harder, nal- he knew Close enough to 4 have
ake that, he found 'that eyery ancing precoriously on his knees :gotten a broken skull or worse
gen id around him was megnif:ed and using both nands. hut either if George Wykoff kept the ledger
leVey,(1.44618 bc the frame was rammsd or there in the bottom drawer of his desk
and tiistor tett
came apnroacione tootaters: the was a stitets catch nolding it materiel of the middle drawer
wind flicking at the cuffs or Ins If it sta. lammed but there wos Close enottgn to make him even
trousers was a re Amusing mind no vet. Uvnkinie whom that The more terrified after the event
laid on him It cos, rum an effort thing to do was try the catch than he nae been during It.
not to look around at ihe three, first
lie ma,te his way toward the
a sect car. pressing the binder of pan
Tni outride of the silt
entng unlinown. Not that it
mird
Afinding
•
it
to his chest,. The rear door of the
wsoold do any good to look es narrow
st' -del on 0 aft:ir he nad grit car Was open it - traik Bruno 'o
pecially if something was there
Irp
niniselt
perfect
was
ten
pristtion
ne
5
Rtsnlimat
4sAst
,
to m
, realize that a door would nave to
In ma
tion there, and meanwhile Brun , be left open for this exigencytarget the classic sitting duck
for anything aimed his way. it most he well through his count rii and he went through it. huddling
was nerd to gauge whether it a nundred. Murray pollen the out of sight Oh the floor theft:was th it chr:1,ng realization ,Jar grass cutter from his pocket ran the door left open behind ntm
the bitterness of the tught,air it' in a aemoorcle around the Then Bruno came out ot the
that was nurribing a m intobeip point where ne calculated the house. thrusting roe receipt nook
lesaness white ne strained Litl. see ' catch would he. and worked the into his pocket. tossing the tool
I gl:'ss loose from the frame He box on the beck neat with a
thiotigh tric slats .4 the birrid•
' noo cairidated correctly, the flouritth, rlamming the car door.
ft a. 'rued an ent11-35 time
,,•e Orono finally came into catch was directly above the , getting into ' place behind the
in 'he nail Joe. the merir opening rut nao cut He rea.hed I wheel, atarong the motor
The wheelr spun on the icy
donin. was with hint. shoking a in and turn-d it. and with ,ne I
em•bt;•11 bend. Ind dun Geti I ge heave pushed the window 1113 the road, the can lurched forward.
'found traction, and moved down
W• kort himself arviared. along Iron way.
with a man who might. fritiortn1 the , The "nom was a well of dartr- the drivewny. rotinerng as It
e of 'nes& He lowered nimself cauti- , went over the small rise reading
looks of biro. nave nett!
fooling his breath ' to the road away fro m
the .nephaws Mitt nell Dowd mid
ua"
s'
Sedit.through the Invisible 1Wykoft
"
a
)iii h1 p'
Bruno reached emu I
referred to. He toworesi a wool (
over Wyttott, net he nob the wall ordinarily, provided ty the and slapped M•irray on top of
Brune vulpine features, the same electronic eye. hall .otraesting the the need.
alarm to go off next to Air ear.
"Tell me something,' he 119.d
sulky air about hira.
Bruno was apparently having a Then he was inside. He swiftly "Is it true what they sat rihnot
behind
the
wtndow
town
praying
drew
...hard time of it. but was
a guy's heir turning white it he a
Otis hand well. His manner WEI^L him, and turned on the flashlIght scared enough*"
rare of indifference, mild puzzle. 'which was the erond tit the three
ment, the manner ot a man v'ho tools he had brought along with
.Is the purlolnrel led 7er wo^th
finds herusrlf the innocent violin him.
riag. 0I boos! aoeiosd A it h
rh, th,rd tool wall a chisel , the
of a mierinderstanding between A ,
1
re •
nor"'ii''"
CHAPTeR 27

TRIP to Ouches* Harbor from him and headed directly
T
"
.nse taken twenty minutes taitoviard the window from which
cagsosoe limousine. Baum Kan., Murray dangled.

•
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ACROSS
1-boomm
rupees
4-Gra tee
9- Tin nge,

PERSONALIZE WITH METAL
monograms from the Ledger and
Times Office Supply Department.
Self adhesing, bevelled edge. rust
proof, gSuitable for Automobiles,
brief cases, cameras, compacts,
guns, gifts, hobbies, luggage, leathercraft, metalcrafts, motorcycles,
optical cases, off ice supplies,
sporting goods, typewriter cases.
See them today.
TFC

In
law
I2-goss
13-Psi-raining to
an area
14-Before
15-Writing
Implement
16- Poo.1 from
bgell‘f•Il
17-Anger
18-Weaken
20-Mountain
range in
W)osnilg
22- Pinmet",
24-141tter "-Mb
25-tens of

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield. Phosre 433. If no answer
call collect Union City, Tennessee,
phone TU 5-9361.
TFC

maple.
35- Hai,a ula
wreath
LS-Craft v
SO-Portion
31-e tate
11-Briev•
'.4'Bull
Iir TeMporary
bed
36-Recent
ZS- 1;r1,reely
Itahan
family
as-Headgear

FFEMALE HELP
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•

11
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IF YOU WANT WORK, BUT
cannot give full time we have
just the thing you need. Represent
the finest - Avon Cosmetics. Miss
Alma Catlett. P. 0. Box 1004,
3-14C
Paducah. Kcntucke.

I

40-Urn
41-11nro
5,1 Sole
-S•an of
vein,
46-01.
, it herd
411-htie. Seined
peril le
31.VaAt Ago
;2-Part of pliLy
-11Thalm tri

ii-Macaw
6-tinard
7-Sheets of
glass
II-Narrow, fat
hoard
5- Rebirth
la- Be ifilst.ik en

tn-oirdie homes
24-01,1 tpoet.1
26-Sea *mirk..
37-Note of
scale
29- Drink
slowly

Se- Munkard
32-50 be it,
33 Wit y saying
114-Cruipa..
1,
01,1

1

5

7

EXPERIENCED FEMALE BOOKkeeper. Write Box 32-L.
TFC
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I'LL CALL SLUGGO
ID TEST HIM
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I-Natural
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AWAITING RESCUE IN FATAL HOTEL FIRE-An unidentified
woman guest clings to a fifth floor ledge on the burning
Gary hotel in Hazleton, Pa., awaiting rescue by firemen.
The blaze which roared through the 100-room hotel killed
at least three guests, and injured 20 others, two critically.

.......

Answer to •:creterclay's Puzzle-

oms AiMaA2C3
umommq ONOMem
aim MOMUO
DMOMjui 0000
UMg UOW MMOUG
na MOD MUM MO
03000 00151 oaa
00210 OMB MMMM
ugamm_pon
MMMOMM umouro
SUM BOUM MUM
DUO q13001 WJa

It'Bishopric
19-Conjunction
21-11A wa ilan
ala nut
22 -Irvlian
RIlliberry

harem
St-Worm
25 Flame
56-R.rd'e beak

WANTED
Part Time Experienced saleslady Applicants applying give
age, education, experience, and
reference in men handwriting
to P. 0. Box 32-W.

ATIRTE

Continued From Page One
which could be batnirul unless
direoted into productive channels.
• -Internationat Communism, a
faneastic conspiracy. in 40 years
has seized control of more than
a third of the earth's population.
Masquerading behind a pattern "cif
progress, it continues to exploit
and,- intensify world unrest.
-The military position and ecooomic prosperity of the United
States are inescapably interdependent with those of the rest of the
flee world.
Seek Better Livhsg
Eisenhower said that in the
oolit of these basic realities, the
free world must convince the one
billion people under Communist
:nfluence or control that they can
have "bread and the ballot." plus
better living and social justice.,
The United States, he said, must
not be turned aside from the
foreign aid program outlined in
his budget.
In addition fr the $1.600,000.00O
for military assistance, he asked
then for $835,000.000 for defense
supaort - through which 12 nations 'eve been helped to bolster
nclitary power.
their c
-thirds of this mono
About
would be used for Turkey, Vict•
Nam, Taiwan. and Korea. They
are directly laced by aeavy concentrations co' Communist military
power

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

A MASTER MYSTERY
•

Four ••

NICE 3 - 4 BEDROOM -11
M or flea' Murray by new staff
ALL,ENTOWN, Pa. (UPIl-Did
members. Write giving details to you fall asleep watching televiRobert Dennis, 654 Forest Street, sion last night? Maybe it wasn't
East Lansing. Mieltigan.
3-16C the effect of TV on your eyes
after all. Maybe you just needed
TLOST & FOUND
more sleep.
Nor do you have to stop the
NOT/CE
LOST: SMALL BLACK COCKER children from watching TV to
protect their eyes. Just make sure
Spaniel with collar. Answers to
they're watching the set at eyeCOPES UPHOLSTERY SHOP name "Bullett". Phone PL 3-3459.
level, that they occasionally look
Route 5, Mayfield, Ky. All work
3-13C
somewhere else and that they
guaranteed. Phone collect, Fl 5get outdoors for some physical
2422.
Business Opportunities
3-14P.
exerciie from time to time.
These recommendations for TV
BEEN WISHING YOU COULD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Serv- viewing were made by Dr. R. J.
place your monogram on leather ice station, modern in every way. Beitel Jr., chairman of the Congoods, suit cases, instrument cases, Plenty of room to park, main versation of Vision committee of
etc. We have the answer. Beauti- highway. Reason for selling other the
peonsylvania
Academy
of
ful letters, in metal, non-tarnish, : business and farm. For informa- Ophthalmology
and
Otolarynolwith its own adhesive. Won't tion call PL 3-2944 trom 6 am. ogy. He's also an eye doctor in
come off. Buy one leter, two or to 4 p.m. ,
3-13C Allentown.
three. See them today at the daily
Dr. Beitel says televiewigo is
STEAL POLICE TRANSIT
Ledger and Times, Office Supply
no more harmful to the eyes than
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (UPI)
Department.
3-14NC
reading a book or driving an au-A ccristruction company today
tomobile. In fact, he said TV
NICE HOUSE OUT OF TOWN ON
reported the theft of an engihelp
detect
a
might
need
for
SEWING MACHINE SALES and
neers' transit Irorn their current
Highway with garden. See Bobby
among
those
-glasses,
who didn't
service. Contact Leon Hall before
project-the new Palm Springs
Coles at 420 So, 8th Street. TFNC
have
trouble
w.th
their
any
eyes ,
8:00 a.m, or after 4:00 p.m. Phone
police station.
until they started watching viPLaza 3-2809. e
4-4C
TICKETING HOLIDAY
deo.
CHICAGO ((WI) - Pad-ohnan
PIANOS! PIANOS! MARCH clear- Donald Ce.itigan had' a holiday
But he does offer some simple
HOLE SWALLOWS POND
ance of floor samples and dem- ticketing m itorists named Holly, rules to guarantee ease and cornIPSWICH. Er-gland (UPI) onstrators. Spinet pianos. Sage up Easter and Christmas.
fort for televiewers.
Fanner .P MI Leeks reported that
to 40%. Erssy terms. Expert piano
his 80-feet wade pond vanished
tuning, all makes. Winslow Piano
ccsyn a three-inch hole Sunday
Mart, downtown, Mayfield. 3-I4C
night.

GIVING- ALL
WRONG ANSWERS

an' SLATS

by Itsiellosins Vas Swim

to

SOMEraODY STARTED THE SUDS
OOZING AHEAD OF TIME. HUG° URWAY
IS FAMOUS FOR CAPITALIZING ON
MISTAKES - START TAK'NE0
a; EDDIE -.AND DON T

Y-YOU SURE YOU CAN
)
TURN THAT STUFF OFF,
MR. UltWAY ?

DON'T BE SILLY- OF
COURSE I CAN. KEEP)°
CRANKING, EC* E

00

4

MISS THE(
(",f4uCKLE)
0
E)(PRESSIONS OF
TERROR. ON THE
PACES OF THESE
SUCKER'S -••

dom..

LI12 ABNER

cy
IS 'IT

WA-AL -64-ii.Pq-

TRUE,

-BtuSH!- NOT

OR
HAIN
'
T

EXACKLY!!

THEN
viHUT

IS 114''

AH
HAIN'T
TALKIN'!!

TRUTH?

IT?

Copy

THEN •10'HAI NT
LIVIN
'
HIRE!!

vo'KIN BOARD
THE OTHER
swiNE!!

Ga.
C(
4121"---„,itir

4:

continue: ogre toni4:riiis.
aL tua receipt hook with a frown couldn : keep that thought from'

J

NEVAH
SEE HIM AT TH'
BLUE GOAT
CAFE AGIN!!
HE'S -cHuc<LE!LARNED HIS
LESSON!!

wAnn- rc PIET?

a

iisassoassswilmsp
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FRIDAY — MARCH 13, 1959

Spring Creek

Missionary Baptist
Baptist Church
Church '
Arlie Larimer — Pastor
SERVICES
Hal Shipley -- Pastor
(Located on Route 6)
(Located 3 miles North of Penny)
Worship Service (1st Sun) . 2:30
Services Every Sunday
Worsh.p Se-vice (3rd Sun) .10:31
First Methodist
Sunday School
CHICAGO tlf1131) — The long- ground radiation due to by-prod'MOO a in
College, Presbyterian
Maple & 5th Streets
Morning Worship ... .11:00 a m
range impak of nuclear energy ucts of all" current uses of nuclear
1601 W. Main
Sanday School
9:45 SIM ;Evening Worship
on public health will be studied energy devices.
7:00 p.m Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
rn :rig Worship .. 10:50 a ATI
by a special unit set up ,at the
—The actual or probable conMorning Worship
11:00
cm
l:een:rg Worship
7:30 pm
Locust Grove ....aptist Church
University of Chicago. the birth- sequences — genetic- and phy.-00,College Fellowship
7:30
p.m
Bill Webb, Pa':or
place of the atomic age.
logical — of the increased exSunday School ... ..10:00 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
Dr. Lowe:: T. Coggeshall, dean posure to radiation.
•
Seventh and Poplar
Morning Worship . _11:00 am.
West Main Street
of the university's Division of
—Medico-legal aspects of perChurch of Christ
Training
Union
6:30 p in Sunday Bible Class ... 9:45
Sunday Schoo:
9:40 a m
Biological Sciences, said the unit, sonal injury and compensation
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m Morning Worship
' Morning Worship
1050 a in
10.40 a.m. called the Section on Nuclear problems of personnel engaged in
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:30 pm
the nuclear energy industry.
6:00 p.m Medicine, will explore:
1
Poplar Sorimg Baptist Church
Wednesday Bible Class 7:00 p.m
—The increase in natural backFirst Baptist
--The psychological reactions of
Jack Jones, pastor
South Fourth S'-eet
society. to the threatening aspects
Green Plain Church of Chrlat
Sunday School
930 a in Sunday School
of nuclear energy.
1101::00
00 am
n
FLASHY PASS
Morning NV, rship
1050 a m Morning Worship
Doyle A. Karraker, Minister
am
Evening W
7:30 v in Training Union
6:00 p.m Sunday Bible Class ...10:00 a.m.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. (UPI)
- Evening Worship
7:00 p in. Morning Worship
10:45 am. --Scranton University basketball
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT a
Wed. Prayer Service
7:00 p.m Enoning Worship
7:00 p.m. player Bob Tompkins had a tooth
St. John's Episcopal
Wednesday Bible Class 6:45 p.m. knocke dout when
West Main Street
BAGDAD,. Iraq (12P1) — Prehe collided
(Meath,. St. Tabernacle
with an opponent during a game mier Abdul Karim el-Ka-ssem
Holy Communion (1st & 3rd Sun)
Chestnut and Cherry Streets
Approximately 75 per cent of I here. He e.octed to remain in the
or Morning Prayer
9:00 am Sunuay School
Mild a meeting of Iraqi teachers
10:00 a to all Americans living in urban game and tossed the tooth across Thursday that the aim of ros
Sunday School
10700 a m Morning Worship
11:00 a
areas are now covered by health 'a..• gym floor, only to remember revolutionary government is to
Sat. Prayer Meeting .
Chestnut St. Tabernacle
6:30 p in .nsurance, compared with Sti per later he'd discarded a gold bicus"give the people complete freeChestnut and Cherry Streets
Lone Oak Primative
rent of those living in rural areas. pid,
dom of thought and action."
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worhip
11700 a.m.
Evangelistic Worship
7:30 pm.
CHURCH

1

General view of Herbriggen. threatened by a landslide.

Atom Age Health,Study Subjeit

Lynn Grove Methodist
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Sunday Schcol ......10:00 an,
Morning (tsto-9rd Sun) 1100 am
Evening (2nd, 4ht Sun) 7:00pm
Fleet Christian
Math 5th Street
Roble Sehool
9:30 a m
-n -or Worship
10:40 a m
Unified Even. Program COO pm

_

This villager is standing guard on "danger area" border.
11111: NIGHTMARE IN THE ALPS—The high motintains surrounding the Syviss Alpine village of Herbrigpao.._a_aour-ce--at-laewief-v--in-Wee-weranaer--wns4 ne+ine-ily-epreateeti.... f.e,or-the
Hit
has spa %tiled a menace. High up on one of the rocky slopes a mighty avalanche grew ominously,
and threatens to hurtle down and destroy the village nestled below. Most of the 215 hardy
villAgersAlave abandoned theThmes, leaving only a few men to stand guard. The dread sight of
a cloud of snow (left photo) will be the first_ indi.aition that the landslide ha.. started its plunge.
Government says immediate danger is past, but residents refuse to move back into them homes.
— - —
SURVIVOR
H012 VW001) UPI) — Forit- British Alter
ball star Fronk Gifford offers th
Law Affecting
comment on his role in Warr.,
ivi..enta
Bros.' "Up Periscope":
l Health
7'This is rny firot. good par get shot in the film and 1.ve
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
-.
United Press Intensatisnal
tilroNsfat
LONDON
— The British
, government has moved to end
_ the age-old fear of mental patients
that they may. be locked up for

a
HELD FOR ANOTHER MURDER—
Donald Hume ilefti, who once
beat a murder rap in London
and then declared he was
guilty. is escorted by a detective in Zurich. Switzerland, to
a jail cell tu await trial for another murder. Hume also is
wanted by Scotland Yard for
questioning in connection with
.two British bank robberiaL

Goaher 'Methodist
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Morning (2nd. 4th Sun) 11:00 am

the tribunals. The present period
is five
The
v--.,
to go
through Parliament without much
trouble, although there may be a
long. close look al the changes in
procedure for compulsory admission to mental wards.
, The new legislation has been
heiled, by two members of Pars
liament who have headed parliamentary agitation for a torough
revamping of Britain's antiquated
mental laws — Conservative Dr.
Donald
Johnson
and
Laborite
Norman Dodds They said i t
could mark "the beginning of a
new era in mental health."

AU met-1.1 patients al,.have
the right to appeal to their local
tribunal within six months after
being . detat ed. No mental patient can
held for more than
three years at a time without his
case being reviewed by one of
- —
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How often, when Dad would finish reeding the
Bible, he would hold the. Book gently in his hands and
look out the window. . . .
I used to wonder what he saw—what vision sgaaist
the setting sun!
And once I blurted the tr emendous question:
"Daddy, can you see God?"
He kept on gazing off into space, but a smile crossed
his lips.
"No, son, a man doesn't see God! He feels God.
And then he looks out his window and sees the world
in a different light."
I grew up to discover what he meant. His Bible—
his Church—his convictions have become mine. And
when I look at the %solid . . . its through Dad's
window.
One day my son will grow up ...
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Calloway Monument Works
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MORE PEOPLE"
PLaza 3-1227

Workman Auto Repair
General Automobile Repair
300 Ash Street
Murray, Kentucky

Vester Orr, Owner

Murray Insurance Agency
P.O. Box 268

Phone PL 3-4751
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Murray, Kentucky

Shoemaker Popcorn Co.

1707 West Main Street
— LAWN ROLLER RENTAL (per day) .. $1.00 —

Peoples Bank
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WHEREAS. Dr. Rob Mem in
had practieed, in medic'-ne in Calloers
yw
aay County for more than 35
arid,
It also has taken steps to erase
WHERAS. the narne Mason is
'he stigma frorn mental illness by
written indelibly- in the minds
abolishing official use of t he
and hearts of the people of tho
terms "imbecile" and "idiot."
runty and
These are two major provisions
WHEREAS, he had served efof a new mental health ball prefectively as a member of the
pared by the government. It has
The bill z...so was welcomed medical staff if the Murray Hisbeen described as the most sweepwarmly by the British press The p.tal throughout its existence
ing revamping of Britain's mental
conservative Daily Mail said it
• legislation in more than a cen- "ranks
WHEREAS, he had served as
among the really great
tury
pieces of legislation." The con- a physician and surgeon in the
Henceforth, mental patients will servative
Daily Express described Mason Hispital, the forerunner
be -able to obtain as much 'treat- it as -the
f the Murray Hospital and
most sweeping in its
ment as possible both inside and
WHEREAS. Dr. Mason
was
field for a century."
outside of the bespeak on a volcalled to his Heavenly reward on
basis
However, there has been one ..-anuary 14. 1959
The b:11 also win make it more note of caution. It was expressed
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
difficult to compel anyone to be by the liberal Manchester Guard- RESOLVED that we express
apheld as a mental patient.
dian when it said the large num- pre:ia::on for his service as a
The main provisions of the bill 'her of releases of mental
Patients physician, a distinguished citizen,
follow recommendations made by likely under the bill would throw and as a frlend in need; that
we
a royal commission set up to a heavy burden on the -nation's extend to his bereaved firnily
study mental health, legislation in commurity services.
our deepest sympathy and
this country. The commiseion preBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
sented its report last May.
that this resolution become a
Under the bill, no one can bell
par: of the minut,a of the Bard
detained f .r mental reasons withPETTY LARCENY
of Directors of the Murray Hisout an appl:cotion signed by two
HOUSTON, Tex
UpIl — Daphysicians. one of whom must be vid Alexander. 6. complained that pita: and that cisoCes be sent to
a phys:ciat-ist. Previously a cer- two young rowdies robbed him in morrfberq - f his fans:ly and to the
newspapers_
tificate from one doctor was suf- broad daylight while he was
on
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ficient
his way home from school—and
MURRAY HOSPITAL
Special mental hospitals will be then added insult to injury.
Luther Roberts - it, Chairn.an
abolished In the future. mental • "What makes me so mad."
said
Guy Bill.ngton, Secretary
patients will be treated .n psy- Davot was that "when they turnRalph Woods. Chairman .of Reschiatric wards of ordinary hospi- ed me loose, they went right
tals.
across the street to a candy store olution Corrimit..ee
Audrey W. SilmmOnS, member
and spent my whole six cents
The Board of Control. which at
.Bernard Harvey, HOspital Adright there"
present hears all applicatioris for
minstrator
release from mental hospitals. w:1:
!noe abolished II w 11 be replaced
by 15 mental health review tribunals

Long Handle Shovel .
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Cherry Corner Banton
R. J. Burpoe, pastor
Sunday School
10:00
Morn -rig worstep
.1100
Train•n
Union
6:30
Evening worship
7:30
Wed. Pra.-er meeting 7:00

ti

Murray Coal & Ice Co,
So. 4th Street

